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Errata
November's issue of Dialogue contained several proof-reading errors; we
apologize for them all . The names of
Steve Van Till, Peter Harkema, James
Van Wingreden, Todd Huizinga, Ross
Mc Elroy, Phil Schreur are spelled that
way and no other. Kenneth Bratt is a
Classics professor at Calvin (and deserved better layout than we gave him);
the above-mentioned Steve Van Till is a
junior philosophy major. And, despite
what some readers told us, the AACS is
The Association for the Advancement of
Christian Scholarship, not scholars.

The third stanza of Stanley Wiersma's verse letter to Ruth
Rus ought to have read like this:

I am afraid he knows
that the upward leap of a diminished fifththe bottom note approached by half step from above,
the top note resolving a half step downwill make me want to cry . ...
Since the measures described are these:

the version we printed does not describe Beethoven's
music.
Also, the last two lines of the sixth stanza were inadvertantly dropped. Again, our apologies.

dialogue
A journal of Calvin College art and commentary published monthly by the
Calvin College Communications Board . Address correspondence to
Dialogue, Calvin College . Grand Rapids , Michigan 49506 . Copyright 1979
by the Calvin College Communications Board .
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Letters to the Editor
. ... (Michael Marrisen's "Music and
Responsibility" states), "When the consequences of a thing are of the same
nature as the thing itself, that thing is
said to have embodied meaning ." Later
in the same discussion it is stated, "Embodied meaning, then, is a function of
expectation, and expectation is derived
from a familiarity with style ." The ques
tion is obvious. If embodied meaning
shares in the intrinsic nature of a thing,
why do we need expectation and familiarity? If indeed the nature of a cadential formula at the end of a hymn
inherently necessitates a C major chord
for its resolution, why then do we need
to rely on familiarity (alias conditioning)
to form our expectation? If music has
absolute meaning, why is it that everyone regardless of familiarity doesn't
sense the necessity of the particular
resolution? On the other hand, if conditioning is necessary, how can we rightfully attribute absolute meaning to the
example cited? Doesn't the key to the
meaning lie in the conditioning?
Further, we are not given any hint as
to what any of these embodied (alias
expected, alias preconditioned) meanings has to do with moral significance.
Unless it can be demonstrated that to
end his musical example with the A - flat
major chord is inherently immoral, his
argument, while interesting in itself, has
nothing whatsoever to do with the moral
suitability of rock music to carry the
Chrisitan message ....
For a person professing to be a musicologist to offer such a ridiculously inadequate definition of rock music as is
given in this article insults not only the
reader, but also the discipline of
musicology. His definition amounts to
this : rock music is loud , rhythmic, harmonically traditional music played on
guitars and drums. /\ccording to this
definition we could conceivably play the
hymn tunes of Martin Luther loudly on
guitars, yet strictly in their original form,
and be playing rock music.
Next we are expected to condemn
the rock musical style out of hand simply
because some people associate the
style with the questionable and immoral
activity they have witnessed at rock
concerts. The problem here is that they
have been attending the wrong concerts. I have personally attended several rock concerts that were not only not
immoral-but that were genuinely uplifting (i .e. Love Song, Wing & a Prayer,
Phil Keaggy, Randy Stonehill, Larry
Norman, Jim Ward, Mike Johnson, etc .).
If the fact that many use (or abuse) rock
music for immoral purposes disallows
the use of rock music entirely for Christians, then we must for the same reason

disallow the use of church and religion
by any Christians, for there are a great
many immoralities performed within and
associated within "church" and "religious" contexts as well.
Yet again, we are to condemn rock
music because its "embodied meaning" is one of "tension without release ."
There are two responses that quickly
come to mind here. First is that, as a
musicologist, our author should know
that each musical style has its own context for defining such elements as "tension" and "release." Acadential formula
in a work by Stravinsky, if transplanted
into a Bach chorale, would not satisfactorily supply release in that genre.
Somehow, in his quest to do away with
rock music, our would-be musicologist
has violated this basic axiom of musical
study. That rock music sets up its own
context for tension and release should
be no surprise to us. And to superimpose common practice conceptions of
such things over rock music is as
ridiculous a thing as to say that Josquin
des Pres does not achieve release because he does not use a dominant to
tonic cadential formula.
Secondly, overlooking the problem of
musicalogical anachronism, we have
not had it demonstrated that tension
without release is an intrinsically immoral thing. If such is the case, then
must we not judge any painting of the
Crucifix as intrinsically immoral? There
is tension there that does not and never
will achieve release . If tension without
release is inherently an immoral thing,
then conceivably one could ration?lize
that to experience the tension of a sex- ·
ual impulse without achieving release is
immoral. Obviously, such is not the
case. It must be remembered that
aesthetic maxims are·not moral maxims.
Any confusion of the two is inaccurate
and disasterous.
This brings us to yet another unfortunate statement made in "Musical Language and Responsibility." This statement is not only indicative of faulty reasoning, but it also flies in the face of
much Scriptural precedent. This of
course is the assertion that "God is not
pleased by good works without good
work." Taking this statement at face
value, we cannot sing God's praise
legitimately unless it is in the form of
"good music." Though we are hard
pressed to find the slightest hint of such
teaching in Scripture, let's overlook that
matter for a moment. Assuming that
God is not pleased by good works without good work, where do we end up? If
indeed our praise is unacceptable, or at
least not pleasing to God unless it be
offered in a particular musical form, we

cannot securely praise God at all; Scrip
ture gives us no idea what "good music
is. It tells of the proper use of music
surely; but there is no criteria offered fo
us to determine which musical style i:
inherently "good" and wr.ich is inher
ently "bad."
Further, the statement, "God is nc
pleased by good works without gooc
work," implies that God will be pleasec
more by greater works than by lesse
works. Presumably then a church with ,
large, well-trained choir will in thE
course of things always be pleasin~
God more than the choir of a smalle
church whose musicians are not as wel
trained . This is utter nonsense to th1
point of heresy. It not only indicates ar
attitude of snobbery and pride, but i
also smacks strongly of humanism
Perhaps I've been reading the wron~
Bible all these years, but my Bible say:
that God has chosen the foolish, weak
lowly, and despised things of this worlc
to confound the wise.
Yours,
Robert Cummings
Class of '76

Michael Marissen: reply to Bob Cum
ming's rebuttal
The reader might have spent hi:
time better by suggesting and elaborat
ing upon an alternate view. Then w1
could progress meaningfully in our as
sessment of the problem. Unfortu
nately, rather than presenting a trrn
refutation, the reader presents a rebut
tal which depends mostly on ac
hominem tone for its strength. Thi
question of rock music for Christiar
evangelism will not be answered b)
discussing only musicology or th1
abilities of those who study music. Thi
problem is much more basic. I believ1
that our differences over the "real is
sues" lie mainly in the "philosophy o
evangelism". In the reader's view end~
need the emphasis; in the writer's vieV1
means need the emphasis. The formei
approach may well be more effective
But are we called upon primarily to bE
effective? The question is perplexing.
Dear Dialogue-makers:
After I saw the most recent Dialogue
issue and browsed through it, I felt I just
had to make the Dialogue people a
compliment. I think your publication is
great! Not in the first place because of
the articles published in it; but because
of Dia/ague's terrific lay-out, illustrations, photography, in short, the
magazine's total appearance.
The people who take care about all
this sure do things professionally!
Nandy Heule

Editorial

~ freshman told me in a recent conversation that she was
;satisfied with Calvin College because it was "too Dutch ."
dvin, she believed, was too much like her high school.
rprizingly, this girl is of Dutch descent, a member of the
1ristian Reformed Church, and a graduate of a Christian day
hool. Those of us who are Dutch and attend Calvin College
:l often not perceptive enough to realize that Calvin is "too
itch," that it lacks ethnic diversity. We do not need to look at
~ statistics on minority enrollment to establish this fact;
sual observation makes it obvious that, to a large degree,
1 are an ethnically homogeneous school.
Calvin College is the college of th8' CRC, and it draws on
:it church for its students. The heritage of the church is
Jtch; its roots lie in the Reformed tradition of the Nether1ds. For many years Dutch was used in our church services;
:lre are still certain Dutch words and phrases that are
mmon expressions for us all. We have been and still are,
hough now to a lesser extent, an ethnic church . And the
,liege reflects this ethnic background. Our ethnic tradition is
ry much with us today . Given this situation, at least two
,ues warrant and demand our attention . First, how can
:ilvin Colelge promote racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity in
midst? Second, how do we respond to those among us
10 are of a different ethnic and/or cultural background?
We must address these issues both at the social level and
the level of our institutional structures. Clearly, the two can
,t be fully separated. Institutions are often shaped by the
iople who make them up and, in turn, these institutions often
nction as powerful determinants in the lives of people .
wertheless, the distinction is a helpful one, particularly
1en considering ethnicity and minorities at Calvin and in the
R.C.
The C.R.C. as an institution is working toward racial justice .
::iesires to develop minority leadership in the church and to
ovide an atmosphere of worship that can incorporate other
Jltural traditions. Calvin College is committed institutionally
providing a Reformed liberal arts education to students
)ma variety of cultural and ethnic traditions . The college is
ieking to fill staff openings with minority persons . Thus, on
e institutional level , both the church arid Calvin are commitd to racial justice and the ethnic diversity.
Institutional commitment, however, is meaningless if it is
-ndered ineffectual. This commitment must also manifest
;elf on the social level , on the level of our dealings with
:lo pie at Calvin, in our churches, and in our communities . On
1is level we have often failed miserably. For minorities, social
::Jjustment at Calvin is difficult; the majority of students are
tolerant toward cultural diversity and difference. The probm is not, as has been said , with the minorities at Calvin .
ather, the problem is with the insensitivity of the majority
,ward those minorities. Each of us must ask, "How do /

respond to the person who is not Dutch or who is not Christian
Reformed?" Our ethnic homogeneity , whiJe it has certain
strengths, can create among us a close-minded intolerance.
The problem, of course, extends to the church and our
predominantly Dutch communities as well. Where we live, we
receive little exposure to the richness of other cultures, we do
not realize the severity of racial injustice. We live in predominantly white, middle-class communities where, unfortunately,
we do not have to come into contact with minority races. We
do not see racism as a problem because we can avoid it; we
do not have to see it. As a result, we are culturally ignorant;
even more sadly, we are unwilling to learn from other cultural
traditions . Even our Christian day schools do not provide us
with the necessary exposure to other ethnic traditions.
Lamentably, it is possible to grow up Christian Reformed
believing that racism is not a problem , and, believing this,
refusing to support and encourage the church in its efforts to
promote racial healing . It is easy to be ethno-centric and not
realize it. Our vision can be very narrow, and such narrowness
is manifested in intolerance , intolerance in the classroom , in
the coffeeshop, in the dormitory, in the supermarket, and in
the worship service itself. Since an institutional committment
to ethnic diversity is not seen in these places, it is exactly here
that our individual intolerance and insensitivity becomes evident to others . It is on this social level that we fail at Calvin and
in the. CRC. When a person of another race is hurt by a
wounding comment which evidences a belief in "our" ethnic
superiority, our institutional commitment is of no comfort to
that person. Only if we as people exhibit a desire to learn from
other cultures will our institutional commitment appear legitimate and meaningful. Only in this way will it take on flesh and
blood .
If we indeed are to overcome the ethno-centricity of Calvin
and the CRC, we must realize that our primary identity lies
not with any one ethnic tradition or any one church : We are
first of all members of Christ's body, of the holy catholic
church . If this is understood, ethnic pride will have no place in
our tradition. We must not be content to simply settle into "our"
communities, into "our" cultural tradition, into "our" churches .
Instead, we must constantly challenge close-mindedness;
and, equally important, we must commit ourselves to an
education in other ethnic traditions . Only if we do these things
can we begin to understand that the church is in fact universal, that it transcends racial, cultural, and national barriers.
Perhaps t hen we will realize that the Christian Reformed
Church does not have a corner on God's kingdom. Perhaps,
then, and only then, will our ethnic and cultural narrowness
and our intolerance begin to disappear. And if this does
happen at Calvin , the CRC may become truly a multi-racial
and multi -cultural church. But if this attitude persists , we can
only remain what we are: a church and college of one ethnic
tradition and no more .
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Richard Mouw: An interview
interview by Len Diepeveen and Michael Hakkenber
photos by William Franson
Hakkenberg : You've just been appointed chairman of
SCORR?
Mouw: I've been on SCORR for two years now, and for my
third and final year I function as chairman.
Hakkenberg: What exactly is the role of SCORR?
Mouw: Well, SCORR is a synodical committee whose mandate is to deal with the matters of race relations in the Christian
Reformed Church. Actually, the original mandate talked
about eliminating racism from the world and the church. But I
think we have learned a lot recently about the difficulty of that
task. SCORR is concerned with certain aspects of race
relations in the Christian Reformed Church (and that doesn't
just mean black-white relations) . . . the large native American
population in the church, the Hispanic members of the
church . . . the oriental m.embers. Christian Reformed
Churches in changing neighborhoods. We want to offer encouragement, guidance, various kinds of facilities and programs to churches that are trying to hang on in multi-racial or
predominantly black neighborhoods . . .. We are concerned
with minority leadership in the church. We also get some
things thrown in our laps about South Africa and other issues
that have to do with race relations on the ecumenical scene.
Diepeveen : It's not a committee then which meets for five
years and comes up with a report which it presents to Synod?
Mouw: No, we meet every two months. We have a new
structure which was approved by last year's Synod . The
official make-up of the committee is, I think, nine minority
members and six whites .
Diepeveen: What does our Dutchness mean for all of this?
Mouw: Well, first the good news. We give the
impression-and rightly so-of being a very closely knit
community with a lot of mutual support and a lot of mutual
loyalty, and those are perceived as strengths in minority
communities. Just in the last week I sat with Christian Re-
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formed Church members who are minority persons, an
when we ask persons like that "Why are you attracted to th
Christian Reformed Church; why do you stay"?, they'll ofte
mention those kinds of strengths. "It's a closely knit famil')
there's a lot of loyalty. If you're accepted as part of the churc
you have a very strong supportive community behind you ."
They also see the Christian Reformed Church as havin1
developed some very significant institutions. Education i
very important among persons of minority groups. Many c
them are dissatisfied with the public school system, and the
see the network of Christian schools-mainly in the Christia1
Reformed community-as a very positive strength . Many ari
very attracted to our professed theology. I say "professed
because many of them see a gap between what we claim ou
theology is and the theology we actually operate with in th1
church. Recently I talked to a very bright young blacl
member of our church who said that the two things he mos
admires in the Christian Reformed Church are its Calvinisti<
world and life view and its understanding of the nature of thE
· church, its view of the proper authority patterns in the church
So I think those kinds of things are perceived as strengths
and we do have strengths ; we have unique contributions tc
make to minority communities.
At the same time there are a lot of weaknesses, and ofter
the weaknesses and strengths are two sides of the same coin
The closely knit fellowship in the Christian Reformed Churd
often can come off as an unbreakable barrier, as a grou~
that 's hard to break into unless you have the proper birthright
And often it's not the birthright one gains at the cross, bu
rather one that one gains through ethnic identity. In fact, thE
Christian schools often function as elitist "white" schools. Sc
what looks good on paper may not function very well ir
relation to minority communities. Our view of the church i~
often far removed from the way the church actually runs . It'~
often hard for persons of other races to come into our churcr
and get a feel for which power groups are important, what thE
unwritten agenda is , and what the underlying dynamics o1
church life are. And so often it can look like an impenetrablE
community to people of other races and other ethnic groups.
Diepeveen: Is this impenetrableness a soci _
a lproblem or ar
institutional problem or both?
.
Mouw: Well, it's both I guess. The Christia~ Reformed
Church has managed to maintain a strong sense of selfidentity, a strong sense of community. That's good . It's managed to do that, in the past at least, by relying on its ethnic
identity. I think that, quite apart from issues of race relations,
that ethnic base is disintegrating . It's very important now that,
if we're going to remain a solid Reformed denomination, it's
going to have to be by being much more confessionally aware
of who we are , by being much more self-consciously theological. We can 't rely on the ethnic bonds to perpetuate tha1
strength. And that 's where a multi-racial church can be a very
exciting thing. If we're really interested in being a Reformed
church (which means adhering to Reformed doctrine), then
we are in for some exciting days because I think there are
some persons of other ethnic and racial groups who would be
excited about being a part of that dialogue .

Hakkenberg: So you would say that our Reformed theology
is being separated from our Dutch ethnic identity?
Mouw: I think the Christian Reformed Church has always
been a strong church theologically. It's always had a very
solid confessional awareness of who it is and what it is. But at
the same time that's been mixed in with all kinds of ethnic
things . Given its history and the situation it's found itself in in
North America, that has not necessarily been a bad thing . But
the fact is that that ethnic base is disintegrating , and there has
been a vacuum created, and we're realizing that that theology , which was in the past a confessional awareness, was
very much tied up with other things. When those other things
go we run the danger of losing a confessional identity. Consequently, we 're wide opijn right now to fundamentalism , to
Schullerism, to liberalism. I don 't think we ought to underplay
the genuine threat we face from all of those forces . If we're
going to withstand those dangers , then we very much have to
think about who we are and what it means to be the people of
God called to gather together in this particular denomination
to do His will in North America. That's going to call for very
careful reflection based on the awareness that, if we're going
to make it from here on in as a Reformed group, it's going to be
because we are very clear about what our theology is, what
our confessional basis is .
Diepeveen: What about Calvin being a church school?
How will the eroding of this Dutch basis affect Calvin?
Mouw: Well , certainly Calvin has benefitted g·reatly from the
ethnic nature of the Christian Reformed Church . For Christian
Reformed people in the past this has always been onze
school, and that's a very rich notion . It symbolizes something
very important about Calvin 's strong basis for its kind of
loyalty, the nationwide network of people who are loyal to the
school. There 's no doubt that this to some degree is fading,
and con sequently Calvin is just a case in point for the larger
problem. If Calvin is going to remain a strong academic
community committed to a Reformed world and life view, it's
not going to be because of the unconscious reinforcement of
the ethnic or even the denominational thing ; it's going to be
because we very self-consciously and carefully reflect on
who we are and what it means to be a Reformed institution.
We must even reflect on how we've confused "Reformed" and
"white ," as well as " Reformed" and "Dutch, " or even "Reformed " and "North American ." Or "Reformed" and "immigrant ." We have to think about all these things that often got
inter-related in different ways in the past .
Diepeveen : What then do you see as the problems that
minorities have when they come to Calvin?
Mouw : Let me say first of all something about the whole
denomination . When a minority person who has great talents
and abilities walks into the Christian Reformed Church, that
phenomenon can often be very puzzling for him . In official
theology and the official statements there is a lot of unconscious stuff. So one of the problems we face in the areq. of
minority leadership is that with respect to the Christian Reformed Church, little Dutch boys get all kinds of signals,
encouragement , and prodding along the way that gives them
a sense of moving in the direction of ministry. But a little black
boy in the Christian Reformed Church doesn't fit into that
pattern of getting signals, getting encouragement. So , if a
very talented black young man even got it into his head to be a
Christian Reformed minister, he would be doing it in a very
different conte xt, even though he may be a member of the
denomination . He would be without these support signals and
encouragement and expectations .
And , similarly, Calvin College is a place that has a residue
of a lot of background stuff that just gets taken for granted .
When a black student walks into this institution, things that just
would be accepted as a matter of fact by a white student can

be very puzzling and awesome to the black student . We have
to pay close attention to that; we have to rnake sure we haven't
added all kinds of stuff to our official statements about who we
are .
Hakkenberg: Do you think that Calvin can be an attractive
place for black students and students of other ethnic groups?
Mouw: I think it can be . I certainly think it ought to be. I think
this because Calvin belongs to a church that is no longer one
hundred per cent white or Dutch . And so if Calvin College is
going to serve the CRC, it simply has to be as ethnically
diverse as the church itself is . It is a fact that we have black,
brown, yellow, and red members ; the school somehow has to
reflect that if it's going to be where the church is. That's one of
the strange things: Calvin College, which is in many ways a
progressive institution, is not as ethnically diverse as the
church which supports it. I also believe with all my heart that
the emphasis at Calvin College, the official emphasis on the
teaching of a Calvinistic world and life view, ought to be very
attractive to persons of non-Dutch and non-white cultures . I
think that, at its best, that Reformed emphasis is simply the
best way of understanding the Gospel, and I think the gospel
ought to be attractive to persons of all kinds of ethnic
backgrounds. And so, you ask me, "Can Calvin College be
that kind of institution?" Well, if we believe that Calvin College
can be Reformed, then it simply involves being that kind of
institution .
Hakkenberg: Isn't it the case that what you have at work in
black theology is an identification with oppression and such?
We don't seem to have that emphasis in Reformed theology.
Can the two be reconciled?
Mouw: In so far as that is a biblical theme, and Reformed
theology claims to be biblical, it better have that sensitivity to
oppression and that sense that the God of the scriptures
identifies with the oppressed . Furthermore, when I hear black
Christians talk about their experiences of oppression, and
when I read biack Christian literature about the slavery experience, I am often impressed by the fact that if that experience of black oppression is going to be put in theological
terms then the Reformed system is one of the best ways of
understanding it . I think that black slaves were naturally
Calvinistic; I think they understood total depravity. They understood the utter helplessness of sinful human beings. The
black slave would never have bought into possibility thinking
or positive thinking or anything like that. The black slave
couldn't have been Arminian , and he couldn't have argued "if
you just work at it a little harder you'll get out of this mess ."
There was the sense that they were totally helpless, and that if
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there is going to be any help, it's not going to come from our
direction . It's going to come from a sovereign God who
reaches down and lifts us up . That's a very powerful theme
which Reformed people ought to respond to, and ought to
want to explain, appropriate, and interact with . I think that
there is a lot in Reformed theology that could fit in well with the
confession of persons who have experienced political and
economic oppression .
Hakkenberg : So perhaps, experientially blacks in Ameri ca may have a better grasp of what it is to be Reformed than
Dutch Calvinists?
Mouw: They certainly can give an existential account of
many things we acknowledge to be true on a formal, theological level. The sense of having been delivered by sovereign
grace, not having any place to turn, and crying out for mercy
is something which can illuminate what Reformed theologians
have talked about.
Diepeveen : But it hasn't been happening yet in the Christian Reformed Church or at Calvin College?
Mouw: I think it's happening in certain areas of the Christian
Reformed Church. Some of our congregations are exploring
in very creative and exciting ways what it means to be
Reformed in the context of living among the poor, in the
conte xt of being poor, in the context of struggling to understand what the gospel means in situations of racial discrimination . Now if Calvin College can begin to draw on what's
alrn.g__d y happening in the Christian Reformed Church, reflect
upon il , and internalize it, that can be a very exciting thing .
Hakkenberg : How do we internalize it at a place like Calvin?
Mouw: Well, I've said this so many times and in so many
contexts that I sound like a broken record, but I think the first
thing we have to realize is that right now we need persons of
· minority races more than they need us. Right now it is very
important for us to realize that if we are going to be faithful to
the Gospel, we need to listen to people of other races and
cultures; we have to be taught by them . We have to be willing
to allow them to criticize us, to prod us, and allow them to point
us in new directions as an institution . So I think the first thing
we have to do is listen to those persons whom the Lord has
already sent to us, and try to draw on the riches of their own
unique experiences. I think that some of that is going on; I
think there are moves in that direction . I don't want to paint a
picture that's all bad.
Hakkenberg : Do you think there is a denominational
awareness of race relations?
Mouw: I think that in the denomination there is considerable
ignorance about race relations. There is considerable ignorance about the danger and extent of racism in both the
church and the larger society. At the same time, as someone
who has listened over the last 11 years to Synodical discussion about race relations as they bear on specific topics, and
especially as someone who over the last three years has been
listening to Synod respond to SCORR and other groups who
have presented things to Synod; I sense that at least the level
of discussion is much more sophisticated than it was 10 years
ago . You no longer hear open , overt racism on the floor of
Synod, so the level of rhetoric is certainly different. And in fact,
overall, I think the Synodical decisions have been very good
ones. For example, two years ago Synod unanimously endorsed the Koinonia Declaration and sent it to the churches in
South Africa . I took that to be a very strong statement, virtually
a radical act. Now, whether everybody meant it, whether
everybody had read the Declaration, whether everybody
knew what they were being asked to do is another question.
But the fact is that it was a very good decision.
Diepeveen : Do you think these decisions are expressive of
the whole Christian Reformed Church or just the people that
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come to Synod?
Mouw: I really don 't know. It's hard for me to say what the
relationship is between where the Church is at and what
Synod is saying . You'd have to ask the sociologists that. Or
the theologians .
Hakkenberg: The Christian Reformed Church is predominantly white, upper-middle class . Do you think it is possible
for us to have an appeal to and incorporate those who are
lower middle class into our church?
Mouw: I do think that the general problem you're pointing to
is a problem with any white denomination. The Methodist
Church is a predominantly white church, so is the United
Presbyterian Church, certainly the Episcopal Church . The
Christian Reformed Church may be a lot like those other
churches and has many of the difficulties those churches
have had in embracing a multi-cultural community. But the
Christian Reformed Church does have a few advantages . Our
own immigrant past is not that far from us, and while I would
never want to say that the Dutch immigrant in the United
States was oppressed or alienated to the same degree the
black slave was, nonetheless there is a common fund of
experiences to build on . My grandparents, as Dutch immigrants, knew what it was like not to be a part of American
culture, not to feel at home here. That sense of alienation from
the Anglo-American way of life that the Dutch community has
within its experience is something to build on in order to
experience solidarity with other groups that have experienced alienation, but much more intense kinds of alienation .
So as we have become more Americanized, more middleclass, the possibility of that common ground with other ethnic
and racial groups who are alienated recedes, although there
still may be enough to build on . Maybe the best thing for the
Christian Reformed Church would be to get into a search for
our roots, not to forget who we are, not forget where we come
from . Not in the way of building walls around ourselves, but
rather in the way of reaching out to other persons who are also
"strangers in a foreign land"; and perhaps together resisting
the sinful patterns of American culture. I'm not saying that the
"Roots" thing is good in itself; I'm not pushing nostalgia. If we
look critically at North American life and say "there is a lot here
that we ought not to assimilate with or be drawn into; " then
maybe a coalition with the black Christian community, a
coalition with the native American or hispanic Christian community, can be a way of building a healthy resistance to the
sinful patterns of North American culture .

Living Cross~-Culturally
What does it mean to be a part of a minority group in the
Jnited States? I can only guess. I can tell you what it means to
>ea minority in another country. Perhaps some of my experiinces living in Asia will be analagous to experiences of
nembers of minority groups within this country.
\ New Culture

The smells of a new country are strange to a foreigner.
-oday, I still remember well the strong smell of coconut oil
:ooking in the kitchens of Sri Lanka. The sounds are new too.
1
ou wake at five o'clock in the morning from the noise of the
3.rge birds flying in and out of the palm trees . Their eerie cries
nevent you from going back to sleep.
Everyday living takes on a completely new dimension
)ecause you, as foreigner, cannot relate easily to the new
mvironment. You exchange shopping in a modern supernarket for buying from an open stall. The meat is not neatly
Jackaged but hanging on a hook from the ceiling . You point
o a part of the beef and the Moslem butcher cuts it and wraps
t up in newspaper. The crows are chased away as the
Jutchers cut the meat.
A washing machine is exchanged for a dhobi . He beats
rour clothing on rocks and lays it in the sun to dry. At night you
,ee him ironing with a charcoal iron. The glow of the charcoal
s the only light in the dingy room .
You carefully boil water, watch for centipedes dropping
ram palm trees, disinfect hands, clothes, vegetables and
werything else, for bacteria abounds. Survival in a new
:::ountry takes up much of the foreigner's time.
Vew Customs
You discover pieces of pork rind hanging on the outside
:::orners of your home. Do you dare to ask what they are doing
there? You are told that it is the custom to hang pork rind on a
1ew house to chase away the evil spirits present in the house
3.nd to bring good luck to the inhabitants.
A stranger has slept in your home before you move in, even
though you are the first to ever rent the house. The owner has
paid someone to sleep there because it would be bad luck for
either the owner himself or you, the tenants, to be the first to
sleep in a newly-built house .
After living in this new home for a few weeks, you begin to
wonder about those evil spirits. You hear stones hitting the
roof of the house. You become concerned because the tiles
break easily. Some neighbor is not too happy with American
foreigners living in his neighborhood, so he begins to throw
stones on the roof with the hope that the harrassment will
cause you to move .
The neighbor lady, living in the small house on the lot south
of your home, constantly chases her husband with a sharp
butcher knife . On the other side, there is a lovely home on a
beautiful piece of land . All day and night cars and taxis drive
in under the pillars of the extended veranda. This is the
neighborhood house of prostitution.
Does a foreigner ever adjust to all these new experiences?
No, never completely.

Edna Greenway
People and Poverty

You are living in this new country because you are working
with the people. When you first arrive, you meet so many
different faces, they are just a blur. Will any of these become
friends?
Every day, beggars line up outside the gate of your home to
ask for something to eat or some clothing to wear. How can
you ignore the poor when they come right to your door? In
good faith, you give a portion of rice, hoping that the person
will take it and find someone to cook it. You fear that he may
sell it at the market for something far less nourishing.
Mothers, with small deformed babies, beg outside the
department stores and government buildings in the
downtown area. You are told that the babies are rented out by
the day. As soon as a child is too large, he looses his
usefulness as an object of pity and a younger baby is found to
replace it. Though you know all this, your heart still bleeds for
the woman and the child. So you put a coin in the tin cup. Does
a Christian have a choice? Do you get used to the poor around
you every day? No, of course not.
People and Language

Cross-cultural living often involves language learning. Until
you learn the language well, you are a cultural outsider. This
makes language learning a number one priority.
If the new language has a completely different set of
symbols than what you are used to, the task of learning that
language is even more difficult. Such is the case with Tamil,
the south-Indian dialect which we begin to learn. You try to
imitate your tutor. She smiles, and you try again-and again.
You work hard to duplicate her tone, her rhythm, and her lilt.
Will you ever be able to communicate in this new tongue?
Dr. Kenneth Pike, the noted linguist writes a poem about
this struggle :
·

CRUSHED
Through culture strain
Where words like spears
Pierce rebel ear
Which screams with pain
Both dumb and blind.
(How can man loveOr cope with woeWhere systems wildly smash
Each others' proud unconscious plan?)
Our Father-to Whom
All speech is one,
And tongues of man
But image thin of ThineHelp me now.

Edna Greenway is a Spanish professor at Calvin.
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People and Religion

Pea/ I

c1nd You

The sounds of a new religion awaken you in the middle of
the night. A drum is beating haunting rhythms. You hear
chanting and intermittent loud noises. Your curiosity gets the
better of you and you investigate what this noise is all about.
You are told that this is a devil dance and you watch from afar.
Strange happenings in the home have caused the owners to
hire some devil dancers to perform in order to chase the evil
spirits away. At the end of the ceremony, the rice pot is
broken. This is a sign that the evil spirit has left. "The departing devil breaks the rice pot" is a common saying in Sri Lanka.

You do not have to go to a distant country to experience the
traumas of culture shock and the frustrations and challenges
of cross-cultural living. Modern cities are almost all multicultural mosaics and offer abundant opportunities to anyone
that wants to experience cross-culturalism .
The main things to remember is that attitudes count above
everything else. When you enter a cultural situation that is
different from your own, you can make it or fail; and your
attitude will largely determine what you do. Your own cultural
differences are real, and you must accept the fact that you are
different and everyone around you knows it. You can live there
20 years, and still not be 100% identified with that culture .
Your accent will always be slightly foreign and your reaction to
things somewhat different.
But if you acknowledge your own differentness, and feel
comfortable about yourself, you will have crossed the first and
biggest hurdle. Then, if you will accept the cultural differences
around you and make them a daily challenge to your patience, understanding and appreciation, you can go on to live
and work in the other culture effectively. In tact, you will have
become a cross-cultural person .

Footnote ·
1
Kenneth L. Pike , Stir, Change , Create (Grand Rapids : William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1967), p. 109.

Grand Rapids, South-Southeast
Out from a trading post by the river,
factories followed the railroad .
Farther out, farmers poured concrete.
Aluminum sprouted from the rebar roots .
The old airport turned industrial park.
Houses filled gaps between freeways.
Now, sanitation engineers weed the rows .
Steel stalks rotate to the networks

There are three major religions in your new country . Each
has its religious holidays and the Christians are allowed to
have some holidays on the public calendar too. You study the
beliefs of the Buddhists, Hindus, and Moslems with the hope
that you can better communicate with the people.
You are a minority. Hardly anyone knows about Protestantism. You are a part of a group which is one-tenth of one
percent of the population. You feel a part of a counter-culture,
and indeed you are . You may be thoroughly convinced that
the Lord has called you to serve His Church in this place, but
there are many times when the vision is blurred and you
wonder if you heard the call correctly . Yet that constant
reminder, that you are here tor a purpose, is the very thing that
keeps you here.
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irrigating for the harvest
of bright colored children .
A few greenhouses raise poinsettias,
lillies, and hot house tomatoes .
A black Cadillac parks in front
of Rehabilitation Incorporated.

Bob Boomsma

I would like to discuss my perception
)f the relationship of the ideology of the
;onstituency which supports Calvin Colege to the place of minorities at Calvin
=:allege. At the outset, some attempts at
jefinition are in order. " Ideology" can
)8 described in both abstract and
unctional terms; this essay will observe
he functional result of ideas by way of
rnggesting aspects of their nature.
'Minorities" will be used to mean those
)ersons who are not defined or
foscribed-either by themselves or
)thers-by the ideas which operate
unctionally to form institutions.
Over ·slightly more than a decade of
)bserving the functioning of Calvin Colege, I have heard repeatedly the renark that Calvin is inhospitable to
ninorities. There is , of course, a coninuum of "minority" status at Calvin Colege: at the end closest to "majority"
3tatus are persons of Dutch-American
)rigin who are members of the Re:ormed Church in America; the next
;;iroup of minorities include those per3ons of "reformed" but not Dutch
:::hwrch affiliation, such as the various
:)resbyterian denominations; still further
3.way are white persons whose church
3.ffiliations lay outside the "reformed"
;:iroup of churches; the group furthest
3.way from the majority would be those
1either white nor "reformed ." The consciousness of minority status, and the
intensity of that feeling, would vary still
further between individuals whose personal histories and self consciousness
might vary greatly. Despite, such a
broad diversity among the student body
and an even greoter diversity of perceptions, one nevertheless must return
sympathetically to the oft-repeated remark about Calvin's inhospitality.
What forms does such inhospitality
take? Perhaps because I am of nonDutch and non-Christian Reformed origins many students perceive me as a
"minority" faculty member; thus, they
sometimes confide matters to me on the
belief, correct be it said, that in me they
have a sympathetic listener. I have
pressed these students to be specific in

Ideology and Minorities
at Calvin

articulating their hurt feelings. Predictably, the answers have varied from the
relatively small slight to outright racial
hostility. A local RCA student was said
to be not well prepared for college (by
an arrogant defender of Christian education) solely because the student had
attended a public high school. On the
other end of the continuum a black stu dent was called a "nigger." The various
hurts inflicted by "majority" students
were in some rough proportion to the
perceptions of the continuum noted
above . I have not necessarily, or even
willingly, sought such conversations,
but when engaged in them I have
pressed such persons for honest evaluations of themselves as well as those
allegedly giving offense .
The astonishing thing I have noted is
that Calvin College-as institution-is
frequently indicted, but, when pressed,
the hurt person refines his or her judgment to mean persons, not the institution per se . Further, I have heard only
insubstantial allegations directed toward members of the teaching faculty
and administrative staff. With one or two
exceptions the faculty and staff are perceived by minority students as being
women and men of good will. The overwhelming majority of complaints I have
heard are the result of hurts inflicted by
students on students. I freely admit that I
may be unaware of other complaints
(and, in writing this article, I am not
volunteering to be the complaint department) but my perception of the matter of Calvin's inhospitality is in fact student inhospitality.
In suggesting that this area is primarily a student concern, I do not mean to
indict all students, nor to say that faculty
and staff should not seek ways to help . I
am saying that among majority-group
students there are some persons whose
attitudes and actions are such that a
widely divergent group of minority students are made to feel either ill-at-ease
or even unwanted at Calvin College.
Ronald Wells teaches History at Calvin. Rather than seeking places and persons to blame, the remainder of this

Ronald A. Wells
article will seek the origin of such attitudes and suggest a possible way of
beginning to overcome them.
There is a considerable body of social
science data which suggests that persons in the 18-22 age group typically
reflect the social attitudes of their
homes . This is particularly true of persons in their first or second years of
college, during a time in their lives when
social ideas are beginning to be formed
independently of family . In the period of
dynamic reconstitution of social ideas,
persons often dogmatically hold to beliefs which reflect the ideology of their
parents and of the "significant others" in
their personal histories.
A profile of a majority student would
include the following: the person is
white, middle-class, a member of the
Christian Reformed Church, and a
product of Christian schools. While
many majority students may not fit the
profile in every aspect, the profile invokes a sense of reality . The significant
influences in developing the ideology of
such a person will be home, church, and
school. These institutions often work in
harmonious relation so that ideology
formed at home will be reinforced at
church and at school. If the parents are
"successful" in creating the ideological
environment they believe best for their
children, it can be pictured as a set of
concentric circles centered on the
home. Paradoxically, success is likely to
be part of the cause of social failure
when some of the profile students come
to Calvin College.
The environment of the profile student
is ethno-centric. By suggesting ethnicity do not mean " Dutch" ethnicity, but
"Dutch-American" ethnicity . Most students do not feel "Dutch," in that they do
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not speak the language nor seek to
preserve Dutch cultural values. But
neither are they "American ," in that thei r
ideological environment has stood at
some distance from whatever we mean
by "mainstream American " social values . Neither Dutch nor American , they
are Dutch-American and and social
victims of the " success" of the institutions which formed them . The irony is
that insofar as their institutions have
"failed " them , they have adopted the
pluralistic values of the larger American
society. Those who come to college as
undiluted successes of the institutional
environment are also likely to come with
social blinke rs; they often cannot see
what a pluralistic society entails .
I know of no one who insists that the
Christian Reformed Church is "the one
true chu rch ." However, even if this is
never brought to articulation, many persons act as if such a pretentious notion
were true . They cannot conceive of a
reasonable and right-thinking Christian
belonging to any other church , or failing
to want to join the CRC when it is encountered. They cannot conceive of a
person whose educational and social
values have been formed in an alternative structure . It is small wonder that,
when persons informed by such attitudes are in the majority, social disfunction results when they are confronted with a large group of minority
persons .
Some members of the college community know that I have given voice to
these thoughts in private conversations .
They know that certain people have
then asked me if I too did not adhere to
the described views, especially since I
was a member of the Christian Reformed Church and a professor at its
college. In short, some people ask me,
" if the CRC is not the one true church,
wherein is it wrong? What in the Catechism , Confession, and Canon is wrong? I
reply that such questions are the wrong
ones because they lack in historical imagination . Of course I believe "the three

\
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forms of unity" to be true, but they are
historically true , not propositionally true .
They are historical documents, rooted
in historical events. Those events established a church tradition, in which I
choose to stand . But in choosing that
tradition , and in signing my approval to
the documents, I never signed my disapproval of other documents and other
traditions . The Westminster Confession,
the Augsburg Confession , and the (Anglican) Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion
are also "true ," and the traditions in
which Presbyterians, Lutherans, and
Anglican fellow Christians stand are
also "true ." Frankly, I am astonished by
the method which excludes other Christian traditions by virtue of holding to
one 's own. Unless I am completely
misled , most of my colleagues would
similarly hold historical views on the
documents of our church, while few
would hold them propositionally and
ah istorical ly.
Religious, racial, political, and cultural toleration cannot be preached if it is
not practiced ; but neither can it be practiced if it is not preached . Those of us
who believe that the "kingdom vision"
should characterize the work of Calvin
College can have little interest in a
method and a mentality which identifies
itself by attempts to preserve , or even to
absolutize, a given tradition . The work of
the gospel is to transform culture not to
preserve fragments of it.
I understand and accept that Calvin
College will continue to enjoy its intimate
relationship with the Christian Reformed
Church, and that the majority of its students will continue to be drawn from that
church. It is therefore imperative that the
word go out from this college that we
value very highly the support of our
"natural" constituency. At the same time
the word should go out that we value
very highly the thousand students at this
college whose church origins are outside the CRC, and that we respect and
value those diverse traditions . If this college is not animated by a vision of the
kingdom, it has lost its purpose . In holy
scripture we note that in the mystery of
faith , the kingdom has come , is now,

and is coming ; and that kingdom knows
no barriers of race, gender, or nationality.
My hope is that such a vision would
also be shared by opinion makers in our
constituency-parents , clergy , and
Christian school teachers. Without their
help we cannot hope for success. I
thank God that many persons "out
there " have already accepted the vision, because many students came to
us with tolerant attitudes. Deplorably,
however, there still must be purveyors of
an ethno-centric ideology "out there "
because, as many minority students will
agree, there are still a substantial
number of students coming to Calvin
College who seem unable to overcome
those attitudes which make th is college
an inhospitable place for some of them.
The profile student of the typical
background as described here should
not feel guilty because of this article . He
or she can, indeed should , come to
Calvin with a justifiable pride in "our
school." Such a student, however,
should remember two things : 1) That the
CRC is already a multi-cultural church,
which means that blacks, Indians, Hispanics , and Asians also have a "right"
to be here; 2) that Calvin College (along
with Wheaton) is one of the two best
Christian colleges in North America ,
which means that to whom much is given , much will be required . Calvin College, an institution so amply endowed
with talent and facilities , ought to give
leadership to the evangelical Christian
community in North America. It is the
nature of our "transforming " mission to
do so . As my colleague, George
Marsden, said in a faculty meeting once
when we were discussing this subject:
"A church which exists primarily to
serve itself is a contradiction in terms ."
We all must believe that, with the determined leadership which the Diekema
Administration seems prepared to give
in this regard, such a judgment will become increasingly inappropriate for the
Christian Reformed Church and for its
college .

Words & Works: William Franson
written by Ji/ Evans
photos by William Franson

It was in 1978 that Bill Franson arrived from Boston comJlete with tweeds and tri-pod. No sooner had he gotten here
Nhen Chimes began to call on him for photographs, and
Jialogue began to present his black and white images one at
3. time for monthly viewing. Not yet willing to buy the old
:J.dage, "a picture is worth a 1000 words," Dialogue wanted
1ot only more photos, but words. So Bill gave some words this
ime, and some significant ones at that.
But bear in mind that in all of Bill's photographs, quiet,
Nord less discussions and proposals are taking place. His .
mages are straight forward, unclouded. His images celeJrate what is beautiful about light and texture and how they
::::ontribute to making the forms and surfaces of what we see
3veryday .
"The aesthetic content of a photograph is so easily conrused with the value of the objects portrayed. Because of this I
:J.m concentrating on divorcing the form of objects and the
play of light on them from the value that we place on the
Jbjects. I am intent on exploring the aesthetic dimension to
reality."
Bill's concern with abstraction stems from a frustration with
documentary photography, his concentration in art school.
Bill's last exhibition before leaving Boston marked the end of
this documentary approach . The first two photographs are
taken from this show.
"I spent a lot of time photographing events, trying to capsulize the spirit of a horse show, a parade, a wedding or a
church service . Particularly in the last instance, I noticed I
couldn't be involved in worship and record it at the same
time. I was trying to do two things at the same time, record the
essence of the event and still be personally involved with
people. There's a book out on Pulitzer Prize winning photographs . One photograph _in particular captures a distraught
couple anxiously clutching each other at the edge of the surf.
The caption relates that at one moment they and their child
had been playing tag with the waves, and at the next the child
was gone . A photographer happened to be there just after
their child had been swept to sea. It disturbs me that he would
react to that situation by photographing the intensity of the
moment, and was not primarily concerned with the human
loss. To a lesser extent I was guilty of this same thing by
stepping back and seeing people as photographic subjects ,
disregarding any moral obligation I had to them.
My exhibition was set up to show my progression from
documentary to more abstract forms . The human element is
still present, but soon gives way to my latest concerns . The
remaining photographs illustrate my new direction."
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"Light is always the material , the primary medium of the
photographer-the principle element. I have developed an
intuitive sensitivity to light which enables me to work without
the added encumbrance of a light meter:"

"This photograph captures my interest in exploiting new
visual relationships . The conten t of this image suggests a
complex juxtaposition of form , te xture, and light. Once again I
am concerned with the aesthetic element, as opposed to
accentuating any other value these objects may have."

ILi

"It may not be immediately apparent to the viewer what is
involved in this photograph . Looking for an object to latch on
to , the viewer will bounce back and forth between the tires .
This is a subtle photograph . I have ju xtaposed solid objects
with a more elusive subject-something you would step on
without any notice, the reflection cast from a hubcap in the
center of the photograph . This reflection becomes as permanent as the oil spills . I enjoy the rich tonality."

" I'm not singling things out as much anymore ; I'm trying to
take in as much as I possibly can . I'm workin·g on incorporating elements of my peripheral vision : things in the foreground,
in focus or out of focus, it doesn't matter. All the elements in
the frame become important, as in this last photograph . This
photograph involves an intuitive and ambiguous space . That
is to say , though very structured, the composition was not
consciously arrived at. The play of light on the screen, the light
struck leaves which become blotches of light, and the embedded paint on the screen create space . One feels the
depth . Though faithfully recorded by the camera, the play of
light obliterates the distinctions between objects, fusing them
to form a new aesthetic vision ."
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CALVIN COLLEGE, ETHNICITY AND THE DECADE OF THE 80's
Anthony Diekema
Calvin College is influenced profoundly by its Dutch and
Christian Reformed heritage. About this there is little question.
Our Dutch ethnicity is strong and pervasive, and it is integrally
intertwined with the Reformed and Calvinistic theology of the
Christian Reformed Church (CRC) . We know what that ethnicity is all about-most of us have lived and experienced it.
Perhaps, then, it is not surprising to learn that it was as late as
1970 that the faculty of Calvin College first took specific
actions to move beyond its quite natural ethnic and denominational boundaries in the recruitment of students to the
college. In the spring of 1970, the following statement on
Admissions and Recruitment Policy was adopted :
Calvin College is owned and operated by the Christian Reformed
Church and was established to educate the youth of the church for
Christian service in our society. Although a major obligation of the
College is to serve the constituency which maintains and supports it,
the College wishes to broaden its service and witness:
a. by actively recruiting those evangelical Christian students, not
members of the CRC but of a similar religious orientation, who may
be attracted by the Christian atmosphere of the College and by its
distinctive and excellent academic program oriented in the Reformed Calvinistic tradition;
b. by establishing a carefully planned and directed recruitment of
evangelical Christian students who are members of the disadvantaged groups in North America;
c . by admitting other students who, when seeking out Calvin College, indicate a sincere interest in appropriating the benefits of the
Christian atmosphere and Reformed character of the academic
program of Calvin College, and who show a genuine appreciative
concern for the aims and purposes of Calvin College as they are
stated ... [in] the ... College Bulletin .

Thus, the faculty in 1970 committed itself to significant
recruitment efforts aimed at minority students as well as
students from a larger evangelical Christian community beyond the traditional constituencies of the CRC. In the years
immediately following, many non-CRC students and a core of
minority students-although small-were attracted to the
campus. It was a deliberate and sincere beginning.
During the first half of the decade of the ?O's , it appeared
that some degree of success was being attained . The number
of minorities grew from 19 in 1970 to 72 in 1975, and the
percentage of non-CRC students grew from 7.9% in 1970 to
17.3% in 1975. And although the increase in non-CRC students (also usually non-Dutch) has been applauded-and
the trend extended gradually to 22.39% in 1979-such has
not been the case with racial minorities. Since 1975, the
number of minorities peaked in 1976 and has declined
gradually to 64 in 1979. furthermore, during the past four
years there have been expressions of concern about minority
matters from various segments of our Calvin community: on
some occasions we have heard complaints couched in terms
of anger and frustration ; on other occasions we have heard of
hopes and dreams which some among us cherish and
nourish; and on yet other occasions we have heard of disturbing experiences and incidents which should have no place in
our community.
Two years ago, a faculty ad hoc study committee was
appointed to "take stock of past successes and failures in our
efforts to promote minority enrollment and create an
academic and social environment conducive to minority student success at Calvin." The report of the committee describes some interesting findings and makes some important

Anthony Diekema is President of Calvin College.

recommendations. 1 Included among the recommendations
were:
1. that qualified minorities be employed in all positions on
campus-academic, administrative , secretarial , and custodial. ...
2. that the Academic Support Program inten sify its services to
selected students, including minorities .
3. that the Educational Policy Committee (EPC) instruct depa rtments
to give more serious attention to the history, culture, literature, and
general contributions of racial minorities in approp riate courses.
4. that the Christian agencies originating in the Reformed community,
which can provide continuous and on-going support for the
Christian nurture of minority students , band togethe r to form a
coordinating and enabling consortium and th at Calvin College
participate in the function of the consortium .
5. that the Student Senate be encouraged to undertake programs
which would facilitate minority student integration into campus life
and government.

While a number of other recommendations of the committee
have already been effected , those mentioned above focu s on
some key areas and, thus , are in various stag es of implementation and further development. Each is com plex and presents
its own unique set of difficulties in the process of im proving
the present situation as described by the study committee .
Although this process continues to be both stimulating and
frustrating , it seems now that some needed next steps are
beginning to take shape. Before saying more about each,
however, it is important to look briefly at the context in which
these recommendations now move toward implementation.

Entering the Decade of the BO's

As we enter the decade of the B0's , there is reason to believe that we may now be on the threshold of another significant step forward where minority and multi-cultural affairs are
concerned. With some notable exceptions, of course , the
findings of the study committee seem to suggest that we have
been unsuccessful in integrating these concerns into the
mainstream of our curricular, scholarly, admini strative, and
social life here at Calvin . On the basis of the work and
recommendations of the committee , we must all - students ,
faculty, and staff alike-do some creative thinkin g and experi
menting about how we might best cross th at important thresh
old-toward translating these concerns into the specific
ways in which we carry on our educational mission at Calvin College . It is particularly strategic- for at least three
reasons-that we do this now . First, it is an important dimension of our leadership role in the Christian communi ty; sec
ond, it is a way of fulfilling our calling to be a leavening
influence in the larger human community of which we are also
a part; and third, it bears directly on the exerc ise of ou r
covenantal responsibility toward those minority students already among us.
Let me expand briefly on each of these reason s. First , the
Christian community in general, and the Chri stian Reformed
Church in particular, has been struggling with many dimensions of minority and multi-cultural concerns in recent years .
CRC synods have addressed these questions in a variety of
contexts. The Christian community at large has, been engaged
intensive, and often painful , discussions of such matters
as apartheid, colonialism and imperialism , liberation theology, and revolutionary consciousness in the Thi rd World . It
seems clear that in the 1980's any professed attempt to implement a "Christian world and life view" which fail s to in-

elude a comprehensive address to such topics must and will
be judged woefully inadequate. Furthermore, it seems increasingly clear that our attempts to speak to these issues
must be coordinated with efforts to act in greater obedience
to the World in this area. Indeed, one would hope that our own
Dutch and Christian Reformed heritage as a minority could
give us special insights and advantages in so doing.
Of special interest and significance in this regard is the
need for developing minority leadership in the church. The
Synod of 1979 approved a recommendation from the Synodical Committee on Race Relations (SCORR) to "appoint a
staff person to the task of recruiting and developing minority
leadership." 2 This should be most helpful and, as a major
educational agency of the church, Calvin must be at the forefront of these leadership development efforts. At the same
time we must also examine the patterns of our own academic
community to see where it is necessary for us to change
our attitudes and practices, as well as to fix our vision for
the years ahead.
Second, there is little doubt that we are seeing a subtle
withdrawal from official commitments to racial justice in North
America. However we may ultimately assess such matters as
the recent Bakke decision, or "proposition 13-type" movements, it seems increasingly obvious that the Christian community is being called to fill a vacuum being created by the
lessening of commitment on the part of government, and thus
the greater American public. Despite the increasing rhetoric
of neoconservatism, the Christian community must design
and carry out properly Christian programs for promoting racial justice. And these programs must begin "at home."
Third, but perhaps most important, we have clear obligations to members of racial minority groups who are already
in our midst. The Christian Reformed Church is already a
multi-racial church; Calvin College is already a multi-racial
campus . Our "constituency" includes Christians who are
black, native American, Hispanic, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, and so on. These are "our people." We must think of
ways to serve them better in Christian community, and to
prepare them for positions of Christian leadership among us.

The central claim in support of this resolution was that there
exists an all-college need which can best be satisfied by the
presence of faculty who are from minority races in North
America. The Professional Status Committee and administration are now taking steps to implement this resolution. The
Academic Support Program has been expanded significantly
to serve more students better, including minorities, and with
some early promising results. The Educational Policy Committee has affirmed the general thrust of the recommendation
"to give more serious attention to the history, culture, literature, and general contributions of racial minorities in appropriate courses" by noting that many of the departments of the
college have alre.ady attempted to give serious attention to
the culture and general contributions of racial minorities in
North America (by means of courses, segments of courses,
and special programs), and by urging the departments to
intensify their efforts in this general area and informing the
EPC of new plans. A .Christian Community Consortium has
been established in Grand Rapids including the participation
of Camp Tall Turf, Calvin College, the Grand Rapids Christian
School Association, Urban Ministries, Christian Services
Clubs, Baxter Community Center, Evangelical Committee for
Christian Education Scholarships (ECCES), and SCORR with
the purpose "to serve racial minorities by facilitating their
overall Christian nurture and leadership development within
existing Christian agencies, and to provide spiritual anrl
ethnic enrichment for the reformed community by recruiting
and retaining minorities in those Christian agencies." The
Student Senate has this fall recommended, and the faculty
has approved, a revision in its constitution so that "the membership s~all consist of the duly elected senators; one senator
elected from ... Harambe Jahard [minority concerns student
organization] ... " with the purpose "to make Student Senate
more aware of the presence of minority cultures on Calvin's
campus, and to integrate the work of Harambe Jahard with
that of Student Senate."

New Initiatives for the BO's

To be sure, these are small beginnings when one considers
the enormous dimensions of the task as depicted by the study
committee. But they are steps toward the realization of a
vision which must stem from both our ethnic and religious
heritage. That heritage and strong tradition for human dignity
and justice should be a keystone of our educational endeavor
and expanded vision for the decade of the S0's
And what about the expanded vision? The action of the
faculty in 1970 signaled its awareness of the challenge and
opportunity which racial and cultural diversity could provide
to an academic community. It made official our commitment
to increasing such multi-cultural diversity, and it announced
clearly that we felt it no longer appropriate for the college to
rely exclusively upon natural ethnic ties and historical continuity for its identity. It did not renounce our heritage-but
rather articulated our belief that our heritage could be enriched by rooting itself increasingly in what is essential in a
truly Reformed and distinctively Christian liberal arts college .
Part of what was deemed to be essential, it seems to me, was
a Christian multi-cultural pluralism which would increasingly
serve to demonstrate the dynamic richness of Christianity and
the potential strength of its vision in higher education .
Whether or not we intended all of this by the 1970 action,
experiences of the past ten years and the events of the 1970's
have made it clear that we must do so now.

It is apparent to many that, in addition to the intensive work
of the study committee, there has been significant discussion
concerning racial matters taking place on our campus in recent years. Several "minority awareness" conferences have
been held. Minority students have planned and sponsored
some excellent programs for the campus community. Chapel
services, led by both faculty and students, have focused on
various aspects of this topic. In recent years we have had
several prominent black leaders present lectures on our campus, including Professor James Cone, one of America's leading black theologians; Rev. John Perkins, who leads community development projects in Mississippi; and Ms. Wyn
Wright Potter, of the educaticrnal division of the Reformed
Church in America. This past September, the entire faculty
addressd the general theme of minority concerns at Calvin
during its annual Fall Conference.
Even more importantly, some promising new initiatives
have begun to take shape. The Synod of 1979 has authorized the employment of a person to coordinate minority
leadership development for the denomination and to work
closely with agencies of the church, including Calvin College.
The faculty at its meeting in October 1979 approved the
following resolution:

Conclusion

Footnotes
Affirming its desire to be of effective service to the Christian Reformed
Church, this college and the wider Christian community, the faculty of
Calvin College endorses the active recruitment of minority faculty
members who are committed to the principles and goals of this
institution.
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Report of the Committee on Minority Concerns, May 11, 1978
Acts of Synod, 1979, p . 397ft

Calvin's Canadians
The first question a casual observer of
life at Calvin might ask about my article
is: why write about Canadians? They're
not so different from Americans at Calvin . Both are influenced by a mixture of
Dutch and North American cultures.
Both are most likely members of the
Christian Reformed Church, a comparatively homogeneous institution . And it is
true that to the casual onlooker there is
not much of a difference. But in fact
there is a great difference . To those who
have been here awhile, the cultural, social , intellectual and linguistic differences are obvious . Canadians are
very "different," even though they are
Dutch North Americans, because their
history is not American, but European . I
intend to explore that history and some
of its consequences for Calvin today.
Whereas the large waves of immigration that built the CRC in the United
States were over before the First World
War, the Canadian CRC was still virtually nonexistent at the outbreak of World
War II . In 1947 there were just 14 CRC
congregations in Canada; by 1957 there
were 120. Relative to the CRC in the
U.S., the Canadian church grew from
less than 1% of the total membership to
a full 20% . It is because the Canadian
CRC is much younger to the North American continent that it is more "Dutch"
than the CRC here. By the time they
came to North America, immigrants to
Canada had usually gone through 30
important years of European history that
those in the U.S. had not. Those who
came after 1945, therefore , have a
vastly different cultural makeup .
The first resulting difference has to do
with what I shall call the '. 'Kuyperian
experiment" in Canada, where, for the
past 20 years, Kuyperianism has been a
strong force. The roots of the Canadian
experiment go back to our father's experiences in the Netherlands . There,
beginning in the late 19th century, the
views of Abraham Kuyper led a group
within the Dutch Reformed Chruch to
see its Christian social and political calling as the foundation of various Christian institutions. By the beginning of the
Second World War, however, Kuyperianism was on the wane.
During the Second World War, two

J. Pieter Pereboom is a senior
history/philosophy major at Calvin.
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factors combined to create a large
group of malcontents within the movement. The close contact many Calvinists had had with Socialists and
Communists in the underground
caused Calvinists after the war to ask
themselves whether they could not join
with their former allies in working toward
common goals. The Kuyperian leadership maintained that Reformed youth
would become corrupted by left-wing
existentialism and nihilism . The resulting break between the two groups
caused many Calvinists to become disenchanted with the Kuyperian enterprise .
Secondly, some were discouraged
by what was seen as cowardice on the
part of the Kuyperian leadership in the
face of the Nazi occupation . (Prominent
non-Kuyperians, like Klaasschilder,
took brave stands .) For the Canadian
CRC , the result was the presence among the new immigrant community of
a large contingent of those who did not
espouse the Kuyperian program.
The above accounts, at least in part,
for the somewhat spotty support Kuyperian groups (the Association for the Advancement of Christian Scholarship, the
Committee for Justice and Liberty, and
the Christian Labour Association of
Canada) have received . Of all the
Kuyperian Institutions, only the Christian
schools which are rooted more deeply
in the consciousness of the middle
class, enjoy wide support.
It has been said that the Christian
Reformed Church is one of the most
cohesive ethno-religious groups in
Canada, and the evidence seems to
bear this out. The forces of cohesion
that bind the Canadian CRC together
operate socially, culturally, and intellectually.
The growth of Christian institutions
such as the CRC itself, Christian
schools, the C.L.A.C., A.A.C.S ., C.J .L.,
Christian Farmer's Federations, burial
funds , and credit unions has provided
for social interaction among Dutch
Canadians on many levels. For a " nonescapist" group the Christian Reformed
community in Canada is as close to
being self-sufficient as you will find
anywhere . Many Reformed men work

J. Pieter Pereboom
together in companies owned by members of their community. In the evenings, they attend church meetings . F.or
most, there is no social life outside of the
Dutch-Canadian Reformed circle.
The Candian CRC is still held together by the Dutch culture brought
over from the Netherlands some 30 odd
years ago, and this culture has an incredibly strong hold on the community .
Those of us in the second generation
who have seen modern Dutch culture
are often shocked to find that what we
grew up with was the Dutch culture of
the 1940's and 50's. The Dutch expressions our parents use daily are archaic to contemporary Dutchmen ; the
furnishings of our parental homes are of
a bygone day. The things that we considered Dutch are no longer so . We no
longer have them in common with
Dutchmen, but only Dutch-Canadians .
One way to understand this tight
weave of Dutch-Canadian culture is to
look at the marital patterns of the second generation . We tend to marry within
our own church, at least within our
Dutch Canadian cultural community .
Those who choose to marry outside
rarely keep up ties with their friends .
And if they do stay, the non-Dutch
spouse
is
referred
to
as
a
"Canadeeser;" those who step over the
boundary between those in de Kerk and
the " Canadees" do it at the peril of
breaking with their social group, and
this is still true even among us
" Canadianized " second generation
students . I know of no exceptions.
Intellectually, the Canadian CRC has
proved to be a homogenous group .
Here it is important to note that the
intellectual agenda of the Canadian
CRC is set by the distinctively European Dooyeweerdian-Kuyperian movement, even for those who dissent. Reformed attempts to understand Canadian culture almost always procede
from a Kuyperian basis. The result is a
fundamental mismatching of terms and
references, a misunderstanding of the
Canadian mind . For many Dutch Canadians today, the two greate st perceived
threats to the church are still existentialism and nihilism. These would be fine
candidates in a European intellectual

climate , but have little application to the
stolid Scottish Presbyterians of Peterborough or the High Anglican power
structures in London.
In themselves , each of these three
cultural , social, and intellectual forces ,
help build a strong community . It must
be noted, however, that they are all factors which make the CRC exclusive .
They shut out as much as they keep in .
The apalling state of CRC evangelism
is just one of the more unfortunate results . The Reformed mission is severely
restricted because Dutch-Canadians
want to maintain what they have and
stay together.
But how does the preceeding discussion help us to understand the Canadian student at Calvin? It may help to
draw a sketch , though admittedly only a
sketch, of the typical Canadian Calvin
student. Most significant for the
academic institution which is Calvin College is that the Canadian student is a
strong Kuyperian and often a follower of
Dooyeweerd . Prof. Runner's first year
philosophy course is mandatory ; so is
Christ and Culture from either Professors Vander Goot or Spykeman , and so
is Biology from Prof . Zylstra . The Canadian student is a committed student. No
one crosses a border to get what
amounts to a degree useless in most of
Canada without knowing what he's doing . But it's more than that. The Kuyperian vision taught in most Canadian
Christian high schools is compelling . It
inspires intense commitment. And it
provides many Canadian students with
a purpose .
The Canadian student at Calvin is
almost invariably in a BA program . (It is
the practice of CRC Canad ians to take
a B.S. in a Canadian University and a
BA at Calvin , Dordt , or Trinity .) The
reason is tNo-fold . First , Canadians
often come to Calvin intending to enter
the min is try , for which a BA program is
required . And it is mini sters , who themselves have gone to Calvin, who recommend this school to Canadians . And ,
then again , it's harder for many to see
Christ's call in the area of science than
in the humanities .
Canadians at Calvin are more
" Dutch" than anyone else . For instance ,
at the recent Canadian Thanksgiving
celebration , most of the presentations
dealt with " Dutch Culture. " Canadians
can sling Dutch expletives and flaunt
them in front of their uncomprehending
Americ an friends . Canadians stick to
their own here much as they do back
home . They congregate together in the
coffeeshop and prefer to live together.
The few close American friends they
have are usually "converted" and in-

itiated into Canadian cultural and intellectual identity.
What, then , can we say about the 400
Canadians who attend Calvin? I will limit
myself to one point only. It must become
a priority for Canadians at Calvin to
break out of their exclusivism; they must
learn to become hospitable to nonCanadians , particularly minority students and those from other denominations . The intellectual and cultural gifts
we have ought to be shared . We must
reach out now or I believe it will not go
well for the CRC in Canada . It is apparent that our spirit should be a
genuine Christian one that does not
close out our brothers but welcomes
them in . It is only by taking stock of what
we are, by learning to move beyond
ethnocentricity that our kingdom vision
can be realized .

Acceleration
"An ep igraph from the Post American might have worked."
Three million gypsies
Si x million Jews
How many Christians?
More
More
More
More

bombs
fourlanes
aeresol sprays
PhDs

Tanks tanks tatankity tankitytank tank tank tankity tank
Shove l, give me a shovel to dig potatoes in peace
with a hovel and plump woman and children
Shovel shove l gunshovel shootshovel hitshovel
in the fields hit with a shovel in the fie ld shoot hit shot
Let me use my hands grow claws give me claws
grizzly bear into the side of a hill
And pray for the mountains to fall and cover me?
More
More
More
More

bombs
four lanes
aeresol sprays
PhDs

Three million gypsies
Six million Jews
How many Christians?

Bob Boomsma
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Personal Perceptions
Catherine Page
No more fire and brimstone . I'm tired
of complaining about Calvin , tired of
bemoaning its cultural isolation, and I'm
tired of insinuating that it does not measure up to my standards of what a Christian commun ity should be . Rather, I'm
will ing to offe r my initial reactions and
reflec tions as a question to the Calvin
community: "These are my perceptions
of you . Am I correct?"
At times I feel that being at Calvin for
me is a cross-cultural experience of the
"total immersion " variety. I am white,
protestant , and !'con sider myself to be a
member of the middle class. In terms of
my background I am "mongrel ": English , Scottish , French all properly
melted down and blended into that
phenomenon known "ou t East" as
WASP . Ra ised in a~nominally Episcopalian fam ily, I became a Christian while in
high school. I am the product of sixteen
years of secular schooling, the last two
years of which I spent at Williams College in Massachusetts, a small (1 ,800
students) private liberal arts college
similar to Oberlin or Carleton .
Out of this background , I came to
Calvin " on exchange" for a semester
(which has expanded to two semesters)
in order that I might grow in my Christian
perspective on different disciplines. I
expected to be challenged and to
broaden intellectually, to work out the
quirks of my secular education . I did
not , however , expect to minor in crosscultural studies . I have become more
aware and critical of aspects of the
Dutch tradition , but I have come to see
the weaknesses of my own "encultu rated " values as well.
Calvin, particularly its " Dutchness, "
was initially a shock. I felt as if I had fal
len among descendents of Nietzsche's
"master race " , blond beasts who all
towered over me. I sat in amazement as
class rolls were read. " Page ," certain ly

Catherine Page is a junior psychology major who is on exchange from
Williams College , Massachusetts .
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a normal enough name by any standard ,
stood out as a bizarre aberation amid
Oosterdykes and Powsma s. I soon re
alized that there was a vocabu lary peculiar to this Dutch cultu re . Diligently
attempting to learn it, I spent my first
four weeks at Calvin asking , "What's a
, synod? What's a Servitus? What's a Friian? What's a Lester De Koster? What's
Neo-Kuyperian ism and why do so many
people warn me about it?"
It was entertaining at first , a game I
played to discover as much as I could
about the tradition , an alyz ing th e
" pl1enomena" into factors : Is this
Dutch? Midwestern? Pecu1liar to Christian schools? To the Reformed trad ition?
I was bemused when someone asked ,
" If you 're not Christian Reformed, what
religion are you?" And I was amazed
when someon e said to me , " Well , I don't
know when your re latives immigrated,
but when my parents came to North
America . ... "
When the novelty of being a WASP
"minority person" faded , these and
other not so trivia l aspects of the cult ure
I encountered at Calvin began to wear
on me . I then entered " Phase Two" of
my reaction to Calvin . This consisted of
being critical of some of the val ues and
attitudes that many of the students here
seem to hold . I was espec iall y c ritical of
certain distressing si milarities between
Calvin and Will iams. Though I was sti ll
glad that I had come to Calvin , every
time I opened my mouth streams of
complaints flowed forth .
One such similarity between the two
schools was the means of choosing
careers. Much of what had attracted me
to the Reformed trad ition was its potential for challenging Chri stians to do really sol id work in the world . At ti mes itseems as if those in the evangel ic al
world have to expl ain why faith should
have any bearing at all on one 's study
and one 's career. But I had read my
Niebuhr ( Christ and Culture ). I kn ew
that this tradition had a solid foundation
and laid proper stress on the importance of Christians doing work to tran sform culture, to serve others , to ch ange
unjust structures and challenge pag an

I
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philos·ophi es. But, upon coming to Calvin, I fou nd it seemed that many students se lected care ers the same way
your average "pagan" Williams student
would . The same questions are asked :.
What do I seem to be good at? What do I
like to do? What is the shape of the job
market? How can I earn a good living to
provid e for my family? By some method
these criteria are meshed . And the resu lt? A career choice . Some prayer is
added , an d presto! Yo u have God 's
calling for your life. This is certainly too
b road a characteri zation , but nevertheless it seems as if the Reformed idea
• that "work in any rea lm of life can and
should be service to God " is used au tomatically to endorse, as God 's ca lling ,
any career chosen . It does not seem as
if many students are seriously strug gling and praying, asking how God is
Gal ling them to serve Him in this world . It
does not seem that they are thinking of
whether their work wi ll serve their
neighbors, or b ring justice to social
structures , or, indeed, work a'ny type of
transfo rmation in the world .
A second aspect of Calvin which provoked an equal ly viol ent reaction from
me is th e pattern of interaction between
men and women on campus, that is, the
whole "dating/mating scene ." My
comments must be viewed in the light of
my previous experiences . Education
and careers , not fami ly, are the dominant values at Wi lliams and only a handfu l of people get engaged or married
before or soon after graduation . My in itial reaction upon discovering the
num be r of engaged couples here , was
, a "knee jerk " horror. I ranted, " How can
people be mature enough fo r marriage
while they are in school? How could
anyone come to coll ege hoping to find a
mate within fou r yea rs or less? How can
a woman build her identity solely upon a
relations hip with a man? How can she
actually quit school in order to prepare
for marria ge?" This, I believe , is th e
cultural difference between Calvin and
Wil liams which shocked me most and
wh ich contin ues to shoc k me.
But , over time and with the assistance
of patient friends , I can now reluctantly

concede that worse things coul d happen to a woman th.an getting married
wh ile she is sti ll in coll ege. I have beg un
to realize some of the strength s of the
CRC's stress on the importance of
strong fami ly life, for I have seen its fruit.
Some ve ry soli d and mature Christians
are among my c lassmates . This has
made me real ize some of the weaknesses of my own backg roun d; my brothers
and sisters have always been awa·y
from home at boarding schools and
coll eges-settling into careers. At ti mes
fee l I hard ly know them( Also, I have
come to reali ze that some stud ents here
do seem mature enough for marri age.
And I have fo und out that my rheto ric
about the importance of women fi nding
vocation an d identity on th ei r own dissipates when a student/fri end/cl assmate
looks me in the eye and says she knows
that the vocation she would be most
happy in is that of manag ing a hou se
and nurturi ng a family.
While I have realized the limitations of
trying to resc ue peop le from domesti c
vocations they may sincerely want to fill ,
I still believe that the stress on the importance of early marriage in th e "social
atmosphere" of Calvin errs too far in the
other di rection. Friends tell me, "peopl e
aren't forced into getting engaged at
Calvi n. They are expecting it." This
makes me wonder what options girls are
presented with as they grow up. Is it
always assumed th at both g irls and
boys will go off to a nice Christian Reformed college and meet their mate
within four years?
Why do I seem to object so to thi s
stress on eng age ments and mating
while in school ? If my perce ption of the
types of pressures on women here is
co rrect, it seems that women are pressured out of the free dom to choose their
vocations . (I do not mean a "freedom to
choose out of an autonomou s self" in a
secular or humanist sen se .) Perhaps a
woman is given the too-easy option of
marrying and adjusting all her plans to
her husband's caree r, and this might
allow her to escape the awesome responsibility of strugglin g to determine
her vocation before the face of God . She
should, I think, consider all opportu ni ties for service to God , rather than
automatically narrowi ng the fi eld to job
options in Sheboyg an, Muskegon ,
Grand Rap id s, or wh erever her husband settles . Now I am not implyi ng that
escape is the on ly reason why women
get engaged at Calvin. But I am
suggestin g, (knowing my own fear of
the task of constantly seeki ng my call. ing) , that there is a real danger to
women who marry to evade a primary
responsibi lity.
The stress on engagement and marriage at Calvin does not provide a supportive atmosphere for 'tJOmen not interested in getti ng eng age d, and puts

far too much disto rting pres~ure on dating relationshi ps . If on e'. ls·· not " dating "
regu larly , one is left out of the flow of the
" normal" Calvin soci al life. In itself, this
is not bad , but gi ven th e time and
energ y devoted in some (at least
female) circles to the discussion of
"guys," a person who is not dating can
feel ve ry alienated. Although one can
fin d activities (dorm di scussion s, women's support g roup , like-minded
friends) to mitigate against this, social
pressures on campu s impel one towards traditional d ating . I guess I just
want to put out a plea: just as I need to
become more tolerant of the traditions
of marriage an d engagement at Calvin, I
hope other people can grow to be more
sen sitive and realize th at not everyone
at Calvin is equally concerned with dating and engagement rings .
There is also a tendency here to focus
too quickly on what the end point of a
rel ation ship will be , which can lead to
dishonesty. One dates a person, but is
concerned less with honestly getting to
know him and buildin g him up as a
brother in the Lord than making a good
im pression and keeping the relationship goin g . And I am just as concerned
about the discomfort sing le Seniors feel
just because they are single . This fear
and loneliness are real , I know. Somehow we ought to encourage each other
to trust God 's ability to supply a// our
need s. It is in His power to comp lete us
in our singleness (and He might ·even
provide us with a spouse from a dating
pool other than Calvin's.)
Something 'else disturbs me. I sense,
at times, a real dichotomy between talking about · " normal " and "spiritual "
things. A . ·friend, a Calvin alumnus ,
warned me not to ex pect anyone to talk
about daily devotions . Despite the
chapel services, the dorm Bible studies ,
the prayer meetings, Calvin Christian
Fellowship , etc ., there ,s a reticent unwillingness here to speak of one's faith
in any other way than in intellectual
te rms. We are expected to speak in a
detached sort of way when expressing
that we are God's chi ldren, that we are
living our lives before His face , that we
love Him and our neighbor. A conversation radically shifts gears if one offers to
pray for someone or to try to encourage
him with Scripture. Why is this? Is it a
symptom of Dutch "coolness?" A resu lt
of " pietistiophobia" (the fear of sounding too soft-headed and fundamentalist)? Are people strugg ling to order
thei r affairs and friendships biblical
ly and yet private when it comes to
talking about their faith? Or is it that
prayerfulness and living one's life in accordance with Scripture are not in the
forefront of people's minds? I do not
know. But I do know that the resu lt at
Calvin is individualism and elitism, not
community.

It is, of course, easy for me, having
been here only two months, ~o rattl e off
complaints about Calvin , to stereotype
the typic al Calvin student. In a coll ege
the size of Calvin , one can avoid contact
with the people with whom one does not
agree ; it is harder, but still possib le, to
gather around one a tight group whose
activities and views one heartily endorses . And this may have led me to
practice a criticism from afar which is
certain ly eas ier than encountering, not a
stereotype, but a who le, complex, living
person who disagrees with me.
Williams is an individualistic college
where , with classes, work, and activities, one focuses one's energies on
merely keeping one's academic "act"
together and only then spending time
with friends . Calvin exerts these pressures too , but as Christians at Calvin we
are call ed to reach out beyond ourselves, beyond our "grasp ." If we do
not, we sit back, complain, and grow
cyn ical. Somehow , our critiques, especially those from afar, must be translated into loving and concerned action,
so that we may change and bui ld up
Calvin's commun ity .
Thus far I have violated my promise
not to complain and have been venting
comments colored by the briefness of
my stay at Calvin and the biases of my
background . To merely describe disturbing aspects of Calvin is to give an
_ unbalanced account of my experiences
here.
Despite my criticism of aspects of the
Dutch Christian Reformed culture at Calvin, I have also been seeing the
strengths of the Protestant tradition; I
have "mellowed" since I arrived . The
freedom to consider the Christian
perspective on a certain disc ipline has
been a special privilege for me. Learning what that perspective might be, and
how different Christians view these topics has at times been a joy exceeding all
my expectations .
This brings me to my final concern :
the isolation of people in the Christian
Reformed community . I wonder whether
many Calvin students, who come
through the Christian school system , fai l
to appreciate the strength of their own
tradition . Perhaps they have not been
exposed enough to other views or serious ly challenged by them . (By "other
views" I mean both the views of "secular" people and those of other Christian
traditions.) The Christian Reformed tradition has strengths to share with the
rest of the Christian community, and
certainly with the evangelical community of North America. The Christian Reformed Church has a unique theological
perspective . But if Reformed people are
strong only in theo logy and not in action ,
they will remain with in "their" community alone-and the Christian community at large will suffer for it.

Harambe
Jahard
How did you hear about Calvin College? What made you
come to Calvin? Why are minority students, and black students in particular, always complaining?
These and other questions are constantly being asked
minority students by members of the faculty and the student
body. The answers to these questions (when they can be
answered!) vary from person to person .
All students who attend Calvin, whether they belong to the
majority or a minority, come with the hope of contributing
something to the Calvin Community. The minority student who <_" feels that the Calvin Community is unaware of different people
from different cultures and does not appreciate them, will
doubt his personal worth and his ability to contribute to the
community.
In order to understand how minority students view Calvin, it
is important to know some of the problems with which they are
faced . Some are: the problem of culture shock and the
overcoming of it; the problem of being accepted by others;
the problem of white culture as the main concern of education here; the lack of minority persons on faculty and staff.
Two members of Harambe Jahard here contribute essays
that address these problems :

Georgina Foster

Do you know how it feels to walk into church on Sunday and
then feel a chill because you're the only person of your race in
the congregation? Probably not.
Do you know how it feels to suspect everyone sitting behind
you of focusing their attention on your every move? I doubt it .
Do you know how it feels to sit beside a person and fear
rejection? I don 't think so.
Do you know what it feels like to sit in church with your
fingers and toes crossed hoping that the minister doesn't blurt
out a racial stereotype , or compare our redemption through
Christ with buying one out of slavery?
Have you ever felt like shouting "Amen " at a particularly
strong sermon , or clapping your hands at the close of a
particularly beautiful song?
I experience these chilling feelings every time I walk into
Knollcrest Worship Service. I wonder why???

Charles S. Blake

Harambe Jahard is a student organization devoted to
the promotion of black culture at Calvin .

Stop! . . . Think one minute ... how would you feel?
You are Dutch, Christian Reformed, and middle-class. You
com~ fro~ a sub~rb outside of some "significant" city. Maybe
you live 1n a Dutch ghetto. You might even come from Holland , Michigan . You have just graduated from a Christian
high school. You are now eagerly anticipating going away to
college in the fall.
·
Someone from church tells you about a fine Christian
college called " Kelvin College ." After hearing more about this
school, you decide that "Kelvin" would be as good as any
other college . You assure yourself that you've made a wise
selection . The more you think about "Kelvin, " the more eager
you are to go!
·
. You send off for more information about "Kelvin," you're
interested in what the institution looks like and what more it
has to_offer you . From what you can tell, the campus has many
beautiful modern buildings . You see in the brochu re that
"~elv!n" even has minority students on campus. That you
think 1s great! You will now get a chance to learn more about
black people!
You arive at Hope International Airport on Tuesday, September 10, 1979; the college has a shuttle bus waiting to take
all arriving students to the campus . But after being there a few
ho_urs you begin to feel uneasy and out of place. You are the
,,-/~n1y white person on your whole floor and one of two freshmen
1n a dorm of 300 black students. You remember seeing the
b~cichure. For some reason you just thought that more white
~ t~dents went to "Kelvin" College . A white upperclassman in
1
Hhr coffee shop informs you that, out of the twenty white
stydents that attend " Kelvin " College, the majority commute
frori:7 h_ome . You reassure you rself that this is a Christian
1nst1tut1on and everything will be fine because the majority of
the black students here are Christians .
/You are sitting in your room studying for midterms. You start
thinking about all the different things people told you about
college . You think , " How many people told me that the social
aspect of c?llege is one of the most rewarding things you
receive besides your degree . And where is all the fun and
fell bwship I heard so much about? College is supposed to be
the highlight in my life . Why is it that I feel uncomfortable at
col!ege functio~s? Could it be because I am one out of twenty
white students 1n an environment of 4,000 black students? No
one seems to make an effort to make me feel comfortable and
accepted, but I pay tuition just like the black students do. I
was hoping to find a close friend , a spouse at 'Kelvin ,' but I
can give up on that idea. Wouldn 't it be great to have a close
friend l' ike so many of the ~lack ,stud~~ts? I wonder if I should
stay hr r_
e? It see_ms as 1f all Kelvin offers me is a good
academic education . But I heard college was more than just
academics! "
You probably feel like quitting sometimes. You feel left out,
lonely and frustrated . There just aren't enough white students
on campus to make you feel comfortable; there are no white
professors to talk to. Black culture dominates the school. You
feel gypped . You would like to see the college do things to
make the white students feel more comfortable . Few black
students or professors understand you or make an effort to .
Very little is done to make you feel welcome; and you thought
that wouldn't be a problem on a black Christian campus. Even
if the professors don't treat you any differently from others ,
you feel as if they do. You wonder if maybe they are prejudiced . You wish the professors could be friendlier and relate
to you as easily as they seem to relate to the black students .
Sometimes you feel that you should go to an all white college
where you would feel more relaxed , comfortable , and at
home . STOP . .. think one minute . . . how would you feel? "I
was a stranger and ye took me in; . . . Verily I say unto you, in
as much as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren ye have done it unto me ." Matthew 25 .

Vernon Procter
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Three Images

from Holland
translated by

Henrietta Ten Harmsel
The character of the Dutch has doubtless been influenced by the water which
they see all around them. Holland is a
country of water: the quaint canals curving through the cities and provincial
towns; the luminous rivers swelling
slightly above the surrounding pasture
lands; the dignified ponds gracing the
city parks; and the inner and outer seas
always booming at Holland's shores.
Most Dutchmen, in fact, can see some
water-a canal, a river, a pond, an
ocean-a~ they look out through the
shining windows of their houses .
Much water brings with it many reflections. Perhaps the images mirrored in
their canals and streams have given the
Dutch some of their reflectiveness, their
depth of insight, their dissatisfaction
with surface evaluations, their large vision . Figuratively, the waters in
Holland-set in a flat land and reflecting
an expansive sky-have doubled the
size of a country which is literally very
small.
The "Three Images from Holland"
presented in the photographs and accompanying poems by J. W. Scholte
Nordholt exemplify this reflective Dutch
vision. The stately town on the river's
shelf-italicized by the string of geese
on the river's surface-arouses questions about the reasons for and mysteries of existence . The pearly light over
the majestic breadth of the river at
Tienhoven suggests both death and the
brooding Holy Ghost. And the reflection
of the proud old house in Franeker becomes a steel-engraving from God's
daybook. Perhaps it is the depth of the
fleeting reflective moment that enables
the persona of the poem then to face life
with characteristic Dutch realism-feet
firmly on the ground-as he calls his
dog and walks into the day.

Henrietta Ten Aarmsel is an English Professor at Calvin.

Tienhoven
As if a sheet of snowy white were laid
over the deep deep darkness of a dream
so now the morning light lies on the stream
of this broad river, pearl against the shade
from dike to dike stretched out, a shining hood,
as if a pure white bird spread out its wings
with their majestic breadth to hide the things
of night and darkness, blot them out for good.
Forget tonight, in heaven's name forget
your anguish, all the pains of yesterday,
they now are swallowed up, their history
is overshadowed with a bridal net.
Water of death is that which heals the most;
on deepest darkness broods the Holy Ghost.

J. W. Schulte Nordholt
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Franeker
The proud old house beside the still canal
when it awakens after night's retreat,
is greeted by its image in the stream
as if a dog were lying at its feet.
After the dream of night, a world confused,
the whirling current and the clanking keel,
.the daylight brings this image back again,
a mirror-image there, engraved in steel.
Praise be to God, the sun still rises free;
Each day escapes the shadow night has cast.
He opens up his daybook, and there stands
this perfect steel-engraving from the past,
An image new as when the world began,
with all the pain of night now washed away,
just as I've always wished that it could be .
I call my dog and walk into the day.

J. W. Schulte Nordholt

~ampen
,erene on this soft autumn day
1e town stands dressed in pearly gray.

a string of geese glides into sight,
forming a line , unbroken, white .

pread out along the river's shelf
o stately, drawn within herself,

Where to and why? Does no one know,
still liberators , where you go

o proud , with towers holding hands,
dream of greatness, there she stands .

in one straight line? To free the town?
To underline its stern renown ?

✓ hile I am gazing at that land,
o foreign , yet so close at hand ,

When that calm scene fades out of sight,
erased by the dark hand of night,

small Dutch city, typical,
nd radiantly beautiful,

I'll hear their answer from the sky
as crying through the night they fly .

J. W. Schulte Nordholt
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Pursuit of a Vision

John Timmerman
In my study a shelf of books nearly
three feet long all bear the name of the
same author, Calvin College alumnus
Frederick Manfred . For some time I had
believed that, because I was a devoted
student of classic Western American
Literature in general and Manfred in particular, there were a great many others
that shared this devotion . Other equally
dangerous misconceptions followed :
that because Manfred's twenty-four
original books and assorted paperback
reprints take up sizeable shelf space in
my study, therefore he has sold a great
many books; that because he has sold a
great many books he has no difficulty
getting books published. Truly, publishers must swarm around his agent's
door in droves. And so on .
For the last year I have been completing with Professor Rod Mulder of Grand
Valley State Colleges a bibliography
and publishing history of Manfred's
works, an effort which stands at some
160 pages as it nears completion. In the
process, I have learned that my somewhat romantic misconceptions about
the publishing world have been just
that: misconceptions. What unfolded in
my research was a fascinating story of a
major American novelist struggling to
pursue an artistic vision which the publishing establishment has been reluctant to share . My effort here is not to
shrink the rather large bibliography into
a few pages, but simply to speculate a
bit on the publishing history of one of our
College's more famous sons, to try to
locate some reasons for the publishing
history, and to present two or three representative cases.

John Timmerman is an English professor at Calvin.
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The Western Writer and the Eastern
Press

In one of the earliest critical assessments of Manfred's work, John R.
Milton concluded his essay by stating of
the author: "He is well on his way to
becoming a major American author." 1
This was in 1957 and was based on the
novelist's first eight works. Since then
the output of books has tripled to
twenty-four; the books have served as
basis for serious and thorough critical
investigation, and (to cite that indisputable yardstick) several thousand pages
of graduate theses and dissertations
have been written, considered , and approved . Yet, in that same early essay
with its optimistic prophecy, Milton hints
at a reality which has not changed
greatly , the disaffection of the eastern
literary establishment with the western
novelist. Indeed, Milton spent the first
six or seven paragraphs of his essay
accounting for this fact . Much more
could be written .
It remains, then, an interesting speculation : the place of the western writer in
American letters . The curious fact remains that, while novelists like Manfred,
Vardis Fisher, A. B. Guthrie, Jr., Walter
Van Tilburg Clark, and others are commonly mentioned as " major" American
writers, and while they have survived
well the critical scrutiny of academic
insight, their popular acclaim, with a few
exceptions, has remained uncommonly
small. Few of their works reside tor more
than a brief spell on the best seller
lists-and when they do, they appear
there as a strange cousin who slipped in
a back door and crashed the party .
Related but not a member of the family.
Manfred has had only one book, Lord

Grizzly, on the national best seller list,
and that briefly.
I am mindful, of course , that classic ,
enduring literature is not determined by
best seller lists . When Thoreau 's A
Week on the Concord and Merrimack
Rivers sold a scant 219 copies in fivE
years of his self-paid 1,000 copy run ,
the author remarked with grim humor: "I
have now a library of nearly nine
hundred volumes, over seven hundred
of which I wrote myself." The back o1
that volume boldly announced tha1
Walden was forthcoming. Its coming
forth was belated but it sold better:
2,000 copies in seven years .
It is curious, then, that works by authors such as I have mentioned above
should be studiously ignored by thE
literary marketplace of the eastern publishing world . There are some readily
evident reasons, ones which emerge
individually from Manfred's work anc
ones common to western literature as a
whole . In the first group, those reasons
inherent in the works themselves, onE
can point to certain stylistic oddities in
the early novels . The reviewers of thesE
novels pointed out an adequate number
of such peculiarities and they need no1
be recounted here . But the point has
lost its force. Manfred 's style has
evolved into a smooth and graceful flow,
marked by startling skill in imagery, dialogue, and evocation of place. Also in
the first group is the dislike of the eastern
literary establishment for the regiona l
flavor of the novels . The publishing
world , for the most part, has been
lukewarm to regionalists in our century,
and has been slow to recognize that in
the particular one might see morE
clearly the universal significance . Siouxland has an odd ring to it. Something likE
Yoknapatawpha .

In the second group of reasons , those
common to western literature as a
whole , the publishing world has been
guilty of negligence in recognizing the
pecul iar spirit of this art . Western literature is often mythic in the sense in which
Mircea Eliade uses the term in his Myth
and Reality. 2 It begins in the real thing in
order to seek the primordial thing; the
real meaning behind the fact. It tells a
story in one place in time in order to
better understand the story which
caused that place in time. Ill at ease with
the physical thing and the present story,
some have failed to recognize the larger
scope and spirit of Western art. Max
Westbrook has provided one of the better accountings of this in his essay,
"Conservative, Liberal, and Western :
Three Modes of American Realism ," in
which he argues that "in Eastern realism
the conscious mind is primary; in Western realism the unconscious mind is
primary. " 3 The sense of the western
mind is oriented around the primordial
as Mircea Eliade uses that term. In the
east we have the orientation as Emerson
described it in "The American Scholar":
Man thinking . The result , Westbrook
concludes , is this : " Emphasis on the
conscious mind caused the Easterner
to be discontent with what strikes him as
an irresponsible structure in much of
Western art ." 4 If that structure is irresponsible, or open-ended at times, it is to
provide room for the searching, outward
directed mind .
While Manfred has been accused of
precisely this transgression by eastern
reviewers, it must be admitted that Manfred has gotten in his own shots at the
eastern literary establishment. They
have been good shots . One of the more
carefully worded public statements appears in "The Novelists of Western

America," which concludes with this
tongue-in-cheek (and clenched teeth)
statement : "So we starve as we write ,
and our children wear hand-me-downs,
and our wives go mad looking through
wish-books while lying in bed under a
pile of buffalo robes in a cold house. " 5
All tt:iis may not seem very important
except to bibliographers who have a
perverse interest in such matters and
authors who would like to put food on
the family table. But, in Manfred's instance, I believe the issue has artistic
significance . Early on, the genius of the
man's writings· attracted a potentially
wide press . He determined, nonetheless, that he was going to craft his own
peculiar vision by his own artistic
means. It would have been easy to sell
out. The opportunity was provided . Had
that happened it is certain that the
shape and vision of the fiction would
not have held to their true course . The
bibliographic history of Manfred is not
only, then, a story of who sold or
bought what; it is the story of the pursuance of an artistic vision .
Pu,rsuit of

a Vision

Manfred has had oniy one "big "
seller, Lord Grizzly . In hardcover and
American and foreign paperback editions the book has sold well over a million copies . All this has not lined the
author's pockets with that many dollars.
For example, Pocketbooks bought the
paperback rights in 1954 for a flat
$5000.00 and sold out a first impression
run of 250 ,000 copies. No doubt Pocketbooks was happy with its end of the
deal . Manfred has fared somewhat better with the book since New American
Library bought the rights . Since 1964
NAL has run 13 impressions of the work.
To get a better feel for Manfred's
place in this publishing industry, however, I will focus on works from his early,
middle , and recent career.
The Golden Bowl was Manfred 's first
published novel. It received fine reviews. Webb Publishing Company issued two printings of the first edition in
1944 in impressions of 3,000 and 2,500
cop ies. Grosset and Dunlap reprinted
the novel in 1946 in an impression of
10,000 copies . Other printings have followed . Shortly after The Golden Bowl,
This is the Year was published by
Doubleday (194 7) in two impressions of
7,500 copies each . The novel was a

~ : .. . . :.::~ ..:: -- ----=-

critical success and received excellent
reviews .
Probing behind the figures, however,
one finds a story of an artistic vis ion
unfolding . The idea for The Golden
Bowl came to Manfred as he hitchhiked
around the country after his graduation
from Calvin during the days of the Great
Depression . The trip , he said, " released
my soul." It also released his art. He first
started writing sporadically of his experiences under the working title "Of
These it is Said. " Then in 1937, working
as a newspaperman, he went to a party
at a friend's home. He began to tell his
story to a group of friends and was
amazed how the account held them
spellbound . He had discovered his artistic voice as a storyteller. He went
home and banged away at his old typewriter throughout the night and into the
afternoon of the next day.
The actual story he told at the party
was eventually cut from the novel . It
appears instead in his most recent
novel , The Wind Blows Free (published
September, 1979, by the Center for
Western Studies, Augustana College) .
The rhythms of The Golden Bowl
changed in the writing and left no room
for this more starkly autobiographical
story. When some 70 pages of The Golden Bowl were completed in 1937, Manfred sent the manuscript out to a publisher where it was promptly rejected .
Discouraged by the initial rejection,
Manfred began to take up work on This
is the Year. The two books , nearly
crafted side by side, seemed only to
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lead to further disappointment. Tired of
one or discouraged by rejections, Manfred would work on the other. In this
process, This is the Year went through
three drafts . In an interview with John R.
Milton, Manfred reported that, save for a
few pages published as "Footsteps in
the Alfalfa" in Esquire (September,
1945), a considerable portion of the first
two drafts was burned .6 Manfred also
reported in his interview with James Lee
that "there is an eight-hundred-page
novel that never saw the light of day; I
destroyed it. " 7 This novel was the early
manuscript of Manfred's Sons of Adam
which has since been rewritten and is
scheduled for publication by Crown in
1980.
While the two novels were in this dislocated state, Manfred contracted
tuberculosis and was confined to a
sanitarium in Minneapolis . Out of this
grew his novel Boy Almighty, published
by Webb in 1945.
By the mid-forties the long, dark road
of artistic disappointment and physical
disability seemed to near an end . Within
the space of three years, three novels
were published . Following on these
came the World's Wanderer trilogy
which
chronicled
young
Thurs
Wraldson, an Iowa farmboy who attends
Christian College in Zion, Michigan and
who, dispirited by a broken romance,
sets out to see the country. What he sees
constitutes a blend of often funny, often
sad, often plain, hard, soul-searching
adventures ; but throughout he remains
always the Iowa farmboy of Frisian descent, somewhat lost in the world he
wanders. This character could no more
shake his nature than could the novelist.
Did this ethnicity work against the Trilogy's reception? If so, only in a small
way. The works had plenty of other faults
which were panned by reviewers, and
Doubleday lost interest in their young
prodigy. The Primitive was published in
two copy runs of 7,500 and 5,000
copies, The Brother in one of 7,500, and
The Giant in one of 5,000. The loss of
interest is reflected in the numbers.
I suspect that the ethnicity of Thurs
was more important to Manfred than to
the reviewers . Consider this . Because
of his ethnic character, Thurs did not do
certain things which may have made
him more appealing to the eye of the
American reviewer . To have made
Thurs other than he was would for Manfred have been a violation of artistic
vision. I don't think it is a coincidence
that shortly after the critical failure of The
Trilogy, Manfred changed his name
from Feike Feikema to Frederick
Feikema Manfred (1952) . Plenty of reasons have been ottered by the author for
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the name change. I happen to believe
the one given in an interview with James
Lee. 8 Perhaps it's more earthy than the
alternative version given in Names, but
for me it rings truer, closer to the heart of
the author.
In any event, much of the lost interest
over the trilogy was quickly restored
with the publication of Lord Grizzly in
1954, an interest spurred by William
Carlos Williams' glowing remarks on the
novel . Championed by one of the major
American literary figures, others were
quick to assent to the novel's worth .
Even without Williams to provide popular approval, the novel would have been
a masterpiece . Carefully crafted with
consummate artistry, the novel tells a
powerful story with realism and grace.
In ·this middle period of the early 50's,
however, a new artistic crisis arose in
the shape of Morning Red.

The Middle Period

Speaking of this period, Manfred
said : "I was one of those authors with a
great reputation-but no one wanted to
publish me. Like a pitcher with a great
fastball but he walks a lot of people." 9
Manfred often refers to Morning Red
as the novel in which he "went the
deepest. " It is a complex work, arranging multiple and interweaving plots . Part
of this can be explained by the fact that
the novel evolved from two unpublished
manuscripts , "The Rape of E~izabeth"
and "The Mountain of Myrrh." While discussing the two manuscripts one day
with critic Russell Roth, Roth commented that the two had a similar tone .
Manfred thought at first of rewriting the
two manuscripts to conflate them into

one work. The work went badly, however, and finally, Manfred said, "I
burned some of it, I locked the rest
away, and I started from scratch ." 10
Echoes of the earlier manuscripts
nonetheless remain . Jack Nagel, for
example, does rape Elizabeth. With the
fresh start, however, the new work de~
veloped rapidly . In a private, unpublished letter (December 1, 1954) Manfred reported to a friend that he was on a
new book which was 850 pages in
draft-"though the end is in sight."
With the huge success of Lord
Grizzly, the cool reception publishers
gave to Morning Red is surprising.
Eastern publishers systematically rejected the work (about 20 rejections in
all) . Manfred wrote to Alan Swallow and
eventually showed him the work. Swallow's reaction is recounted in his essay
"The Mavericks." 11 The upshot was that
Swallow published the work in 1956 ii'l'·
an impression of 1,500 copies . A later
paperback edition was shot from the
same plates in a run of 500 copies .
Here, in the middle stages of his
career, then, Manfred still seemed to be
riding a carousel in the publishing
world; ahead always lay his unique artistic vision, but the pursuance of it
seemed at times circuitous or worse.
The publication of the Buckskin Man
Series and other novels in the late
1950's and 60's seemed to confirm his
stature in American fiction. Yet we find
that, as recently as 1974, Manfred had
his novel Milk of Wolves rejected 30
times . It is a novel of complexity and skill
and constitutes Manfred's most explicit
statement of his artistic vision . Eventually the novel was picked up by the tiny
Avenue Victor Hugo Press in Boston
which published a 2,000 copy run . Manfred never received a payment for the
novel . As a measure of the author's
character, I find it interesting to note that
he implored AVH to at least send his
agent $100.
The Recent Work

Finally , then, I consider his recent
work, Green Earth (1978), which is in
many respects also his earliest work. It
is a novel of rediscovery, of going home.
Like Thomas Wolfe, in his work if not the
title of his most famous novel , Manfred
believes that all art is a proc;: ess of "going home again." Art begins in the real
stuff of one's life experience . The green
earth is not only the story of the land, it is
the fertile soil from which springs the
"really real," as young Free of the novel
describes it, of the artistic vision . The
really real is rooted in one's personal life
experience .

In his interview with James Lee
("1973), Manfred reported : "I have a
book written which comes to some
1,300 pages .. .. It starts with the life of
my father and mother before I am born. I
had hoped to get that in about fifty
pages, but it turns out that it took me 320
pages .... And then I have another 700
pages describing my babyhood and
the babyhood of my brothers up until I
am seventeen." 12
Green Earth, as this novel was eventually to be called, was also a releasing
ground for some of Manfred's earliest
notebooks. In a sense, Manfred had
already begun discovering his novelistic roots in a short story called "Harvest
Scene" published in Chimes (March 2,
1933) while he was a student at Calvin
College . His western home had a
steady call for him for several reasons.
One such reason was recounted by
Manfred in a newspaper article : "I was
in college and lonesome for my mother,
who had just died . I began to write
things I remembered about her in the
back of my college notebooks. That became the core or germ of this book." 13
Altogether, these early notes for the
novel amounted to some 142 pages .
The novel was often on his mind in following years. In an unpublished letter
(June 5, 1947) Manfred wrote of a work
called "A Son of the Road," which was
to become Green Earth.
Why the lengthy delay? Manfred
suggested an answer: "I decided I
wouldn't write this book until I got older
and more mature, in the middle years,
so I wouldn't get any anger or venom in
it." 14 Part of the critical discontent with
the earlier Trilogy clearly centered on
this issue. The Trilogy slashes widely at
assorted targets . Green Earth clearly is
a work of emotional maturity. The novel
was systematically begun on March 30,
1970 when Manfred :vYr.ote the first two
pages in a ledger. Frorri that point there
was no turning back.
.Green Earth was published by'Crown
in impression runs of 7,500 and 6,500
during its first year. The novel received
generally excellent reviews. Some
eastern reviewers failed to comprehend
the spiritual, geographical, and ethnic
implications of the novel. Some midwestern reviewers complained about
occasional vulgarity . Whatever the
case, the novel seemed to restore onr.:e
again Manfred's prominence in the publishing world.
Final Notes

Allow me to step outside the necessary objectivity of the bibliographer and
offer a fP,W critical observations on Manfred's art. The artistic vision and the

story itself have been the driving
animus of the man's art-more important than sales figures or critical
acclaim. It is a trait of the man, like Juhl
Melander of Milk of Wolves, to be a
dedicated artist. In the years I have
known Manfred he has been a person of
insatiable curiosity, remarkable patience, quick and hearty humor, compas~ion, and artistic devotion. Not only
would he pass up a steak dinner tQ write
an extra page, he has gone pretty hungry at times to write the pages he has.
Has it been worth it?
My conviction is that at least two of the
works, Lord Grizzly and Conquering
Horse , are American classics. This is
the Year, The Golden Bowl, and Green
Earth I consider major testaments to
American literature. His short story "Arrow of Love" is one of the finest in
American literature. Curiously, the
works Manfred considers among his
best-King of Spades and Morning
Red, for example-I see differently. I
concede to Manfred that King of
Spades has been handled poorly by
critics and reviewers, including even
Joseph Flora's otherwise fine treatment
of the fiction .
There is unevenness in the other
works. I don't mean simply the strange
linguistic aberrations in works like the
early Trilogy (e.g., "Thurs clumsed," or
"Thurs giraffed."). I don't mean either
the vitriolic emotion of a work like Boy
Almighty, a work in which anger overrides clarity and in which the plot more
often than not is a vehicle for the emotional release . Nor, finally, do I mean the
overly complex and sometimes awkward structuring that, to my mind, mars
a work like Morning Red.
The serious defect from a purely literary critical point of view is the fact that
Manfred hasn't always known where to
hold back. He might have learned much
from Willa Cather, whom Manfred admires and with whom he has much in
common, both in technique and idea.
Surely Manfred would agree with
Cather's assessment in her 1920 essay,
"On the Art of Fiction," in which she
wrote: "Writing ought either to be the
manufacture of stories for which there is
a market demand-a business as safe
and commendable as making soap or
breakfast foods-or it should be an art,
which is always a search for something
for which there is no market demand,
something new and untried, where the
values are intrinsic and have nothing to
do with standardized values." But
Cather's is the more selective eye . Her
tightly controlled prose withholds as
much as it discloses. She wrote in the
much misunderstood essay, "The Novel
Demeuble" (1922) that, "Out of the

teeming, gleaming stream of the present [the novel] must select the eternal
material of art." And also in the later
essay, "My First Novels," (1931) Cather
wrote: "Too much detail is apt, like any
other form of extravagance, to become
slightly vulgar . . . ."
Unlike Cather, Manfred often lets the
story overpower him. He becomes, in
the Platonic meaning of the term, the
instrument of the muse, the vehicle of
the story, the scribe of a daemon . In this
sense, Manfred is more like the author
for whom he has often expressed dislike, Thomas Wolfe. Not as extreme
surely . Wolfe was an uncontrolled
geyser of words, splashing thousands
of meandering words on his yellow
pads. (After Perkins, the renowned editor of Scribners , pared down the boxes
of Wolfe's manuscripts to the barely controlled first novel, there were enough
pages left to fill several more books .)
No, not as extreme as Wolfe. But Manfred does have a compulsion to provide
every detail. This sometimes fattens the
lean, hard bite of the artistic vision and
the story itself.
Finally, I step outside the role of critical commenter and offer a personal observation. I'm often glad he didn 't hold
back. I'm glad he gave all the stories he
has . And Manfred is first of all a storyteller. Even the lesser tales, The
Chokecherry Tree for example, have
held me delighted . I have laughed
aloud at passages which critics have
panned, and I'll gladly fry with Manfred
in the crucible of the critic's ire . To me a
good laugh-or the opposite-is worth
all the critics in the world.
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Free
Frederick Manfred
They went visiting some relatives north of Last Chance. The
relatives lived on a very high hill. They had a boy named
Cornie for Free to play with and a boy named Ecko for Everett.
The four boys first wanted to run down the hill to the Big
Sioux River deep in the bottoms but Ma said no. From the top
of the hill the river looked like a long fat bullsnake winding
down through another world. It was a much bigger river than
the Big Rock .
Pa and the man visited by the red hog barn. They stood
each with one foot up on a board fence . They talked about
crops , and the awful war in the Old Country, and how each
wished he owned a farm and didn't have to rent it.
Ma went into the house with baby Albert where she talked to
the lady. The lady had a baby too and she and Ma changed
diapers together. They talked about relatives, and recipes,
and patterns .
Pretty soon Everett and Ecko decided to play in the
sandpile north of the high white house. Ecko was dumber than
Everett. Soon Everett was the boss of him .
Cornie didn't want to play with his dumb brother Ecko.
Cornie was nosey. He had brown eyes like a ferret and a
nervous nose like a rabbit. He looked in all of Free's pockets to
see if Free had any -colored marbles with him, or a'ny other
secret things .
A little bank of clouds started to come over the Big Sioux
River.
The man told Pa he better put the Overland in the alley of the
red corncrib or Pa'd have wet seats to ride home on . Pa did
that. Then Pa went back to the hog barn and stood in the alley
with the man . Free and Cornie s-tood waiting with them .
The shower came up fast. The curtain hanging under it was
thin. Rain sprayed all over the hill for a minute, making a roar
on the roof, and then , drip drip, was over.
They went outside . The yard smelled like a freshly ironed
shirt.
"Wal, " Pa said:=: 'that hardly settled the d'...lst."
"Yeh, " the man said , "it raised more dust than it settled ."
Cornie pulled Free by the arm and told him to come along.
Cornie first led him toward the tool shed until they couldn't see
Pa and the other man any more, and then led him into the
corncrib through a side door. Cornie went straight-for Pa's car
and got in and began jerking the steering wheel back and
forth to show he knew all about how to drive it.
"You better get out of there /' Free said, "or my dad'II give
you a good licking. " Free didn't get into the Overland. He
stood well away from it.
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"Is your dad a mean pa then?"
"Don't you get a licking when you're naughty?"
"Naw." Cornie rolled the wheel this way and that way.
"You don't?"
"Naw. Pa just says, try and not do it again ," Cornie said.
"Well, my dad gets real mad. You should see his eyes.
They're worse than mad badger eyes . They burn holes right
through you ."
"Ha ha. So you 're afraid of your dad ."
"A little bit. "
"You mean you're really afraid of your own dad in your own
family?"
Free changed his mind . Pa was better than Cornie's pa.
"No, I'm not afraid of him."
"Well, ha, then I'm not afraid of him either ."
"Ha, you better be though . Pa's nice to his own boys, but
he's meaner than a mad dog with a gopher in his mouth with
other little boys. Especially if they touch his car."
"What will he do?"
"Give you a good hard kick in the behind. "
Cornie thought it over. After a while he slowly slid away from
under the steering wheel and sat in Ma's place . His eyes
turned snaky. "You say your pa is nice to little boys . I'll bet you
he never showed you how to start this car."
"He don't need to. I already know by myself. He's let me
start it a couple of times ."
"I'll bet you he didn't."
"I 'll bet he did."
" I dare you to start it. "
"I dare all right. "
"Ha. You don't even dare to get in the car. "
"I do too ."
"What are you doing standing way out there for then?"
Free blew up his cheeks to look mad .
Cornie's nose twitched. " I dare you."
Free took two quick steps and jumped in . He set the lever
on the magneto.
Nothing happened.
Cornie snickered .
Free let his cheeks down. "That's funny . It's what Pa always
does first ."
Cornie laughed at him. "Ha ha. He never did let you start it a
couple of times."
Free was afraid he didn't know after all .
"Because you got to crank it before it'll start. That's what the
sheriff does with his car."

::::ornie was right. Pa always cranked the car after setting
: lever on the magneto. It mad_
e Free sick to think Cornie
j caught him lying . He wanted to hit Cornie on his shifty
38. He hated to give in . He pretended the car had started
.;way and leaned forward and released the hand brake .
'That won't start it," Cornie sneered .
=ree rolled the wheel back and forth .
1here was a creaking sound , and then Free was startled to
3 that the crib walls had begun to move. The car had started
er all .
::::ornie's brown eyes opened . "Hey. Golly. "
rhe wheels creaked again and the Overland moved a little
;ter.
!\. little more than halfway down the corncrib alley the
ment floor dipped sharply toward the two sliding doors at
i end . When the Overland made the dip it began to roll very
;t,

=ree , shocked , gripped the steering wheel. His little knuckturned white . He watched the copper radiator cap head
aight for the thin crak of light showing between the two
jing doors . Then , crack, the Overland hit the two doors, the
ors flipped up, the Overland sailed underneath, the doors
shut behind the heads of the two petrified boys . The
·erland gained speed . It rolled across the sunny yard
aight for the highway.
=ree tried to yell . But his tongue was stuck to the roof of his
)Uth.
~ornie stared straight ahead .
'Gotske!" Pa cried from the red hog barn . "There goes my
·erland. "
fhe other man just stared .
'Hey!" Pa yelled . "Somebody's stealing my car." Then Pa
w that there was only one thing to do. Run after the
·erland on foot . Pa fell into a run and ran so hard he lost his
3Y hat.
Pa caught up with his Overland just as it left the yard . He
nped on the running board on Free's side, leaned in,
nked back on the hand brake.
Just in time .
The car stopped crossways on the road . The front wheels
d just begun to go down into the far ditch .
Pa looked big carbide holes right through Free. He hauled
3e out of the car by the collar and set him on the road . Pa
3W back his foot.
Luckily just then Ma and the other missus came rushing out
the front porch of the high white house . Ma called out ,
lfred, what in the world is going on out there?"
Pa was going to let fly with his foot , but then for no reason at
burst out laughing instead . He let his foot down .
·'Alfred?"
"Nevermind . It's only our little runaway thinking of taking off
ain ."
The other man came walking up. He was smiling. The other
rn said , "Our landlord put in that slanting floor last year so I
uld roll the wagon out by hand . That way I didn 't need to
we the horses hitched to the wagon while I scooped off."
"So that's it."
Free knew he'd been lucky. Pa could have kicked him clear
ross the Big Sioux River.
Cornie quick climbed out of the car. He was deathly afraid
Free 's Pa. He ran for the cornfield and hid . Free couldn't
d him to play with for the rest of their visit.

Hercules
here's a thin unshaven amorous greek
with the widest eyes shining out
of a balding head.
wrapped in a grease-stained apron,
he runs a cluttered little grocery store
with shelves piled precariously high .
when he gets his arm around you
he'll tell you in his black-toothed
broken english
how many mice he caught in his traps
-three today. Then, if he likes you,
he'll reach in the cooler
with a devilish wink
and hand you an italian ice
before disappearing into the back room,
sawdust crackling under his shuffle.
the chimes on the door clank
against the glass, traffic noises greet me
as i step out into the air
and glance up to the sun,
laughing to think
what apollo must do for a living.

Ken Minkema
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